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As always the Ancestor team welcomes the submissions of our readers. We
have recently updated our guidelines for authors, which may be found on the
‘Ancestor’ tab on the website. Please familiarise yourself with them before
submitting your article.
Again, we have a rich offering of readers’ stories. Ian Penrose tells of the
connection to the sea, whether as sailors or shipwrights, in a family saga that
spans four generations and two continents. We conclude our series on female
publicans with Claire Dunlop’s story of a determined Irish women who fought
against adversity and succeeded in running a proﬁtable pub in the Gisborne
district in the 19th century. The mystery of the long walk undertaken every
Sunday in the childhood of Margaret Dimech’s grandmother is unravelled,
revealing the heartache behind it. Margaret Wilson describes how the
Genealogical Index of Names (GIN) helped her determine on which ship her
2x great-grandfather William Flower arrived in Australia. Jenny Dooley takes
us to Derbyshire with her intriguing tale of an ancient occupation – that of dog
whipper. Martin Playne outlines the medical career of his great uncle, a doctor
in the RAF during and between two world wars, and his marriage to a wellknown professional musician, ten years his senior. Long term GSV member
Gwen Hardingham reﬂects on her time as a young office worker in the Queen
Street precinct in the 1950s and 60s.
PROV’s photo essay on Victoria high school architecture shows how the grand
architecture and design of early Victorian high schools changed in the 1950s to
prefabricated single storey schools due to building material shortages and the
need to provide for the rapidly increasing number of secondary students.
To complement the article on Galician Poland by Maria Picyk in our December
issue, the ‘How To’ in this issue explores how to research ancestors of German
origin living in Eastern Europe. Marie-Therese Jensen has provided a thorough
review of relevant articles published in Ancestor and in the ISG Newsletter in
recent years, while Marianne Gifford gives a comprehensive list of online sites
for researching German settlers and migrants.
Barbara Beaumont
Editorial Team

Our cover: Nymphenburg palace Munich.
Courtesy of Margaret Vines.

STOP PRESS: As this issue of the
Ancestor was is going to the printers we
received the news that GSV’s Ancestor
magazine had been awarded the AFFHO
Inc.’s 2021 Nick Vine Award for Category
B (societies over 500 members)!

Pen of the President

Pen of the President
Jenny Redman
The GSV has achieved many of its goals so far
this year despite Covid lockdowns. The move to
our new home ‘down the hill’ from 85 to 10 Queen
Street was expertly organised and executed by
our volunteers and we were up and running
on time, with no IT problems, at the start of
March. Following the very generous response of
members to our Digital Communications Hub
Appeal, the IT team is making good progress with
acquiring the equipment that will enable us to
provide events simultaneously by Zoom and in the
meeting room later this year.
New items are continually being added to our
databases and can be located via the catalogue.
Many more webcasts, on a wide range of topics,
are now available including talks given by guest
speakers at the GSV that you may have missed.
Members can also interact with each other via
our online discussion Forums (accessed from the
Members Area of the website). These include
the membershelpmembers Forum where you can
submit your genealogy queries for other Members
to answer and discuss.
Our experience using Zoom this year has
been positive but we are mindful that online
presentations and discussions cannot entirely
replace face to face communication for all
members or in all situations. Hopefully, in the
not too distant future, with more community
vaccination, we can catch up again in person.

Saturday Opening
Some of you may not have heard that the Centre
is now open on the second and fourth Saturdays
each month for researchers to come in, from 10am
until 4pm. Research assistants will be available
to help you with your research and it is a great
opportunity to make use of our databases. Unlike
weekdays visits, booking is required to come in
on Saturdays. Bookings must be made by noon on
the Friday immediately preceding the Saturday
opening. Please phone the GSV on 03 9662 4455
or email gsv@gsv.org.au to book your Saturday
visit. A further incentive for members is that
parking in the Bond Street carpark is only $12
per day on Saturday. For those who work during
the week or who are visiting Melbourne for the
weekend this is a great opportunity to use our
resources and if required to obtain research advice.

Preserving your Digital Archives
A common concern for family historians is the
fate, when they are no longer around, of their
research material collected over many years.
Sometimes immediate family may show little
interest in inheriting the records, certiﬁcates,
images, notes and even books they have written.
Yet future generations of family may ﬁnd such
collections a treasure trove. While we can no
longer accept hardcopy donations as the Centre
has limited space, we do encourage members to
donate such family materials digitally. Donated
digital records can be indexed and added to the
GSV catalogue so your hard work will be available
for future genealogist to access. Please see
more details under ‘GSV Donations in the Our
Collection’ section of the website.

Annual General Meeting
The Council is responsible for the operation and
good governance of the Society. This year there
are several positions vacant – President, one
Vice-President, Secretary, and six Councillors.
Councillors are elected at the Annual General
Meeting, which this year will be held on Saturday
3 October at 2pm probably via Zoom. We are
seeking members who feel they could contribute
to the future of the Society by serving on Council.
If you feel that you would like to help the Society
in this way please contact me prior to the AGM or
simply attend on the day.

End of Term of Office
This will be my ﬁnal contribution to the ‘Pen
of the President’ page as I am retiring at the
upcoming AGM. I have nominated for a Council
position so will continue my contribution to
running the Society. Over the last three years
so many people – staff, past office bearers,
councillors and members have assisted and
supported me in my role as President. Their
help and advice has been invaluable and I thank
everyone of them sincerely. I am sure that the
incoming President will receive similar support.
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Sailors and Shipwrights
by Ian Penrose
After a decade working among the wigs and
coiffures of his father’s ladies’ hair salon in central
Melbourne, young Jack Stevenson escaped. He
much preferred the company of working men, and
the Second World War provided the opportunity
for a new life. The 27-year-old joined the navy.

Ian can be contacted at
ianpenrose1949@gmail.com

Jack was my late father-in-law. He loved
telling the stories of his forebears. But he
was unaware that, at 27, he had followed in
the footsteps of one of his ancestors. If he
had known that his great-great-grandfather,
William Allshorn, had joined the Royal Navy
to ﬁght Napoleon, he would have spun the
story into the tales of adventure which follow.

In the Royal Navy
The entry of William Allshorn’s 1812 marriage
in a parish register provided the evidence that he
had served in the Royal Navy.1 His address was
written, HMS The Calypso. It was anchored off
Gorleston in Norfolk, where naval vessels were
routinely supplied during the Napoleonic Wars.
He was twenty-one. His bride, Sarah George, was
sixteen. Both had come from London.2 Had young
Sarah run away to wed her sailor boyfriend?
William signed his marriage certiﬁcate with a
neat and conﬁdent hand. Sarah made her X mark.
HMS Calypso had two masts rigged as a brig and
was armed with eighteen 36-pounder
guns. This made her a Cruizer-class
brig-sloop, of which there were
110 (the most numerous class) in
the Napoleonic Wars. The ships in
her class were fast and seaworthy,
providing serious ﬁrepower with
minimal crewing. They proved ideal
for the shallow water commitments
in the Baltic Seas and Danish waters.3
After her launch in 1805 the Calypso
served seven years in the North
Sea attacking French convoys and
capturing privateers. In one storm
she was severely damaged, losing
her top masts, and had to jettison her
guns to survive.4

Image 1: Able Seaman Gunner Jack Stevenson (front left) on the T.S.S. Canberra, 1944.
Family photo

William’s role was yeoman-of-thepowder-room, the petty officer who
looked after the magazine.5 He was
busy. In July 1812, the Calypso fought
alongside three other British naval
vessels in the Battle of Lyngør off
the coast of Norway, and helped
destroy a large frigate and damage
three brigs and a number of gunboats.
The battle effectively ended the
Gunboat War and, in an act of mercy,
the British resisted setting ﬁre to
their opponent’s vessels that were
grounded. The action cost Calypso
a number of casualties with three
killed, one wounded and two missing.6
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Image 2: Gunboat battle near Alvøen in Norway, 11 May 1808 artist unknown. Public domain work of art

John BEAUMONT
hairdresser
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Sarah BEAUMONT
(1792-1870)

Thomas GOUGH
shipwright
(1822-1899)

John GOUGH
shipwright
(1824-1859)

William ALLSHORN
Royal British Navy, schoolteacher
(1790-1865)
1

Emma ALLSHORN
(1826-1891)

2

John REGAN
shipwright
(c1819-1899)

Sarah GEORGE
(1795-1848)

Jemima ALLSHORN
(1823-1895)

John Gough (Jack) STEVENSON
hairdresser, Royal Australian Navy
(1914-2006)
Image 3: The people mentioned in the story

During William’s service on the Calypso, she
captured a half-dozen enemy ships and took part
in the 1813 siege of French-occupied Danzig in
Prussia.7 In December that year, she was damaged
in a severe gale, losing overboard several men, a
bow anchor and her lee guns.8
In 1814, 22-year-old William was promoted to
midshipman, an apprentice officer, assigned to the
HMS Thais under the same commander he had
ﬁrst served with on the Calypso, Henry Weir, now
Captain Weir.9 His duties included keeping watch,
supervising gun batteries and commanding small
boats, while receiving lessons in mathematics,
navigation and seamanship.10

joining her, she had fought in the Gunboat War
and served in the West Africa Squadron, which
had attempted to suppress the slave trade by
capturing several slave traders.11
In September 1814, the Thais was in the British
convoy that encountered the American privateer,
General Armstrong, in the Azores. Although the
American vessel was eventually destroyed, the
British suffered badly, losing 130 men; and the
Thais had the task of bringing back to England
some of the wounded from the battle.12 On other
assignments, she transported a cargo of £450,000
of coins to France, escorted merchant ships to the
East Indies and made voyages to the West Indies
and to China.13

The Thais had three masts square-rigged, and
was armed with eighteen guns. Prior to William
Volume 35 Issue 7 / September 2021
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Sailors

years later his younger brother, John, married
Jemima’s younger sister, Emma.

Image 4: Poplar High Street c1890, in Survey of London:
Volumes 43 and 44, Poplar, Blackwall and Isle of Dogs, ed.
Hermione Hobhouse (London, 1994) p2. British History
Online http://www.british-history.ac.uk/survey-london/
vols43-4/plate-2, viewed 19 August 2020

Settling in London’s East End
After Napoleon was ﬁnally defeated, William
Allshorn remained on the Thais until late 1816.
He and Sarah then returned to London, settling
in Poplar, ﬁve miles east of Charing Cross and
close to the main docks and shipyards. There they
raised eight children.14
Their terraced house at 39 High Street was on the
north (more salubrious) side of this, the district’s
principal and commercial street. But their home
was small, probably only 17 feet wide. The street
was dominated by a large workhouse on the south
side, and although less than a mile long, it had over
300 dwellings, seventeen licensed pubs and eight
beer houses meeting the needs of thirsty seafarers
and travellers.15
Drawing on his education in the navy, William
became a teacher at a National Society school,
probably one of the two a short distance to the
west of his home. The Church of England had
established the National Society with the aim of
having a school for working class children in every
parish.16

The nearby Gough family
A half mile north of the Allshorn’s home lived
Thomas and Sarah Gough with their family
of nine children. Sarah Gough’s father, John
Beaumont, had been a hairdresser in Poplar in the
late 18th century. That was a time of optimism
and prosperity in the area, and John would have
shifted from making wigs, then going out of
fashion, to visiting the homes of well-off ladies to
give them the new and fancy hairstyles emanating
from Paris.
The Gough and Allshorn families would have
known each other. They attended the same
church and Thomas Gough, like William Allshorn,
was a school teacher. In 1846, one of the Gough
boys, Thomas, married Jemima Allshorn, and four

The two Gough boys, Thomas and John were
both shipwrights, most likely at the nearby
Blackwall Yard. It was described as ‘the ﬁnest
private ship-building establishment in the world,
and [one of ] the largest … for repairing merchant
shipping’ employing over 400 men.17 A visitor in
1841 described the yard as ‘a scene of uncommon
bustle and liveliness – ships in various stages of
construction, large buildings, enormous piles
of timbers, and on all sides workmen plying the
ingenious hand, and the lusty arm’. There were the
ship-draughtsmen preparing drawings, the huge
room where timber moulds were constructed
for the shipwrights, the boys spinning oakum for
caulking, the copperware-house, the sail-maker’s
shop, the smithery all ‘black, smoky, and hot’ with
its coal-house, cast-metal shop and ironmongers’
store, the rigging-house, the sawpits, the deal
house, the ship-joinery, the large mast-maker’s
shop, the steam-house for shaping planks and on
the water front, the series of buildings-launching
slips and dry docks where vessels in all stages
were being constructed and repaired.18

Off to the Diggings
In 1851, a year after the birth of John and Emma
Gough’s ﬁrst child, news started to ﬁlter through
about the discovery of gold in Australia. The
London newspapers reported stories of working
men making fortunes at the diggings. Twentyeight-year-old John decided to join them.
He ignored the pleading of social advocate
Caroline Chisholm for men not to leave their wives
and families, but John was no doubt comforted by
the fact that Emma, now expecting their second
child, was in good hands living with his widowed
mother and two unmarried younger sisters.19
In August 1852 John boarded the ship, Blackwall,
(as in the shipyard) in Gravesend destined for
Port Phillip. The passenger list labelled him a
‘goldseeker’, like most other men on board.20 The
vessel was described as one of the best and fastest
vessels in its ﬂeet, having already completed
a rapid passage to Australia under its current
commander John McKerlie, ‘one of the most
experienced navigators in the line.’21 Despite this
glowing report, the voyage took 108 days, about
average for the period.

Early Days in Sandridge
It is not known whether John found his way to
the diggings after landing in Port Phillip or how
he fared. What is known is that he established
himself as a boat builder in Sandridge, later
renamed Port Melbourne.
Prior to its ﬁrst land sales in 1850, Sandridge
was just that, a ridge of sand separated from
Volume 35 Issue 7 / September 2021
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Image 5: The
h Railway
l
Pier, Sandridge,
S d d c.1858.Richard
h d Daintree photographer.
h
h S
State Library
b
off Victoria image
collection, Accession No. H84.167/20

the growing settlement of Melbourne by a large
saltwater lagoon. Then after the opening in 1854 of
its Railway Pier, connected by train to Flinders Street
in Melbourne, it became a thriving transport hub,
alleviating the cost of shipping goods via small vessels
up the winding Yarra River. But its settlement was slow
until after 1860, when the area started to acquire its
working-class character.
Two years after John migrated, he was joined by his
wife Emma, along with their two young children.
Shortly afterwards they had two more boys, but sadly
one died in infancy.
John Gough built, for a local shipping agent, a 4-ton
yacht called Faugh-a-Ballagh. Constructed from kauri
pine and cedar, her name is an old Irish battle cry
meaning ‘clear the way’. The Age newspaper described
her as a ‘very pretty cutter-yacht’ when launched in
1858, an event celebrated with a champagne luncheon
on board.22 A few weeks later she sailed in the ﬁrst
ever regatta of the Victorian Yachting Club, belying
her name by coming last.23
The following year John died of acute bronchitis.
He was only 35.24 Emma was left with three children
under the age of nine. But, within three years, she
had remarried – to John Regan, a widower, six years
Emma’s senior, with three young children of his own.
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largest online
family history
resource
*
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earch and
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e online
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2011
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The Blended Gough-Regan Family
John Regan was born in Myross, a peninsula in
County Cork on the south coast of Ireland. Prior
to immigrating, he had worked in the Royal Navy
Dockyard at Sheerness on the Isle of Sheppey in
Kent, just outside the Thames Estuary. The yard
repaired the navy’s great oak-built and broadsideﬁring sailing ships.25
For a time, John Regan’s life paralleled that
of Emma’s ﬁrst husband, John Gough. He had
migrated ahead of his wife and children, landed
in Port Phillip in December 1852, and settled in
Sandridge where he established a boat building
business. Furthermore, both Johns had three
surviving young children, having lost a boy in
infancy. Given their similar circumstances, it
is probable that the two men knew each other,
and may have even worked together. It is not
surprising then that Emma and John Regan, both
widowed with young families, chose to unite.
They went on to have three children together.
John Regan was a boat builder for many decades,
and built the 27-ton wooden schooner, Result.26

It was launched in 1864, but was short-lived,
wrecked at Sulphur Creek on the north coast of
Tasmania in October that same year, fortunately
with no loss of life.27
John’s business did not ﬂourish. In 1866, it was
declared insolvent.28 Then the following year,
the family’s four-roomed timber house in Rouse
Street burnt down. After starting in their kitchen,
the ﬁre destroyed not just their home but also two
neighbouring properties. The Herald newspaper
reported that the brigade attended but could do
little, for as luck would have it, the water supply
from Yan Yean Reservoir had been turned off for
maintenance.29

Post script
My late father-in-law’s middle name was Gough,
yet Jack knew little about his Gough ancestors, let
alone the Allshorns, and their adventures related
above. If he had, imagine his enjoyment in telling
me all about the brave yeoman-of-the-powderroom ﬁghting Napoleon and the skilled but
unlucky boat builders. But I doubt he would have
mentioned his ancestor, the hairdresser.
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DNA News and Notes
Considering getting a DNA test but not sure?
by Maureen Trotter
How can it possibly help my
family history?
Will it be too hard to understand?
What’s the point, I don’t want to
get dressed up in a costume!

DNA for Beginners
Another easy to understand resource is this
video presented by Donna Rutherford, a
genealogist from New Zealand who now lives
in England: https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=CoG-VKXXe-E

Maureen can be contacted at
dna@gsv.org.au

Which test is easiest/best?
Here is a selection of online resources that might
help answer these questions. The presenters all
cover a similar range of topics, but with their own
distinct teaching styles. Hopefully you will ﬁnd at
least one that will resonate with you.

GSV webcasts
A great way to start is by viewing these three
introductory webcasts presented by Alan Rhodes
for GSV members at:
https://www.gsv.org.au/webcasts/DNA
• Should I test?
• DNA Ethnicity results
• DNA and Family History
Each year, Alan also offers a very informative
series of lectures on DNA topics. These will help
you make sense of your DNA results and how to
use them to conﬁrm and extend your family tree.
Look out for topics and dates in Ancestor and the
‘Events’ section of our website.

A second informative video from Donna
introduces many of the topics that Alan covers
in more depth in his lectures. DNA Research
Methods: https://youtube/5yfAfpANktg.
This is better viewed after you have taken a test.
Donna also runs a very helpful Facebook group
DNA help for Genealogy (UK).

Genie1 & Genetic Genealogy
Keep this very comprehensive website https://
genie1.com.au from Australian genealogist,
Louise Coakley, in mind for whenever you have
questions about DNA. It is a wonderful resource,
and regularly updated. Louise also produces a
regular newsletter and runs a helpful Facebook
group: Using DNA for Genealogy - Australia & NZ.
If you still have questions, please feel free to email
us at: dna@gsv.org.au

The Editors of Ancestor would like to thank the
members of GSV’s DNA Group for presenting
this page for some time.

Your DNA Questions Answered
This video from Diahan Southard, an American
speaker with an energetic style, was presented at
the recent RootsTech conference. Diahan often
uses analogies to help explain complex concepts.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uUlZh_
VYt7k

We are now inviting readers who have used DNA
techniques in their family history to contact us
with a view to writing up their stories.
Members who wish to gain more knowledge
about genetic genealogy are invited to view the
great resources on the GSV website. You can
follow that up with further studies on methods to
interpret your DNA data by booking into the wide
range of talks live or on Zoom, bookable through
the GSV website. Remember, there is a great deal
of DNA expertise available to help you in the GSV.
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Ellen Thornton –
publican and survivor
by Claire Dunlop

Claire can be contacted at
clairedunlop51@gmail.com

Ellen Thornton probably wouldn’t have chosen
to spend her life running a hotel. Dire necessity
forced her into that role but over time she
managed to run the hotel and use her licence to
pay off her debts and leave a small property to
her family.
Ellen Larkin came from a farming family near
Portumna Galway and emigrated to Victoria
in the late 1850s. She met and married Patrick
Thornton, an illiterate labourer from Dublin, at
St Francis Melbourne in 1860. Shortly afterwards
they moved to a property on Mt Alexander Road,
Gisborne–a town 32 miles (51 km) northwest of
Melbourne on the way to the Mt Alexander (now
Bendigo) goldﬁelds.
After obtaining a beer licence in 1865, six years
later Patrick applied for and was granted the
licence to conduct the Laurel Hotel on the property
which he and the family lived in. At that time
there were three hotels in Gisborne, one in New
Gisborne and one in Cabbage Tree (now known as
South Gisborne).1 The Laurel was one and a half
miles (2.4km) from the Gisborne town centre on
the main road from Melbourne to Bendigo.2
Patrick was often ill leaving Ellen to look after
the children and run the hotel. On 24 September
1875 he was admitted to the Kyneton hospital.3
Six weeks later, when he demonstrated signs of
mental as well as physical illness, he was taken
by police on the train to the Kew Asylum where
on 20 November he died of a disease of the heart,
lungs, brain and liver.4
The Kyneton shire councillors believed rumours
that Patrick, as a publican and therefore a man
of means, could have afforded to pay the hospital
for his care and reimburse the shire for the
cost of the police escort. The Secretary of the
shire recommended prosecuting this ‘case of
imposition’.5

A week later, Ellen wrote to the Kyneton Guardian:
Sir, my attention has been drawn to a paragraph
in your paper of Saturday last, headed a double
imposition, and as it refers to my unfortunate
husband, I trust you will permit me to reply to it.
My poor husband has been ailing for the last eleven
years and so long as we had the means we did pay
for medical advice. I have been left to struggle for
the support of a helpless family during so long a
time without a husband’s assistance, my means
gradually grew less, till at length I was glad to
avail myself of the invaluable succour held out to
the distressed by the Kyneton Hospital. It is not
true that he is a man of means. The only name of
a property that he has left to him is half an acre of
land and a decayed weatherboard house mortgaged
ﬁve years ago far beyond its value. A £10 licence
has been granted to me and by the kindness of my
neighbours and the forbearance of the mortgagee, I
am enabled to struggle by its means to support my
six children. Believe me sir the charge of imposition
that you have published against me has added not
a little to the heavy misfortunes that I have to bear.
No one can regret more than I do the expenses to
which the Shire of Kyneton has been submitted
through my poor husband’s illness and I regret all
the more as the medical authorities of the Kew
Asylum have told me that there was no necessity for
his being sent to a lunatic asylum at all.6

The collector for the Kyneton shire investigated
the matter and concluded ‘Mr Thornton’s friends
were in no position to pay for his support’.7
The probate assessment on Patrick’s assets and
mortgages veriﬁed the collector’s decision. The
nett value of his real and personal estate was
£8/17/9 and the probate payable 11 pence.8
‘The forbearance of the mortgagee’ which Ellen
had mentioned in her letter, ended in September
1876 when Peter John (P J) Martin who held the
mortgage on the Laurel Hotel and surrounding
land got an order from the Supreme Court for
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Image 1: Gisborne Park, home of P J Martin, mortgagee of the Laurel Hotel, (c1990, after building restoration).
Gisborne & Mount Macedon Districts Historical Society collection.

the sheriff to auction ‘goods and chattels or the
right title or interest (if any) of the said Patrick
Thornton, also stock in trade of a publican and
the growing crop of oats and barley now upon
18 acres more or less of land adjoining the said
hotel.’9 Somehow, Ellen managed to stop the
auction going ahead so she and her children had
somewhere to live. In addition to the mortgage,
she had to buy beer from Martin’s brewery and
all provisions from his farm. Martin was a brewer
who owned three properties totalling about 1200
acres in the Gisborne/Sunbury area including
‘Gisborne Park’, a palatial dwelling on the Mt
Alexander Road.10
Ellen was a small woman but was no pushover.
Her advantage over most Irish female migrants
who came to Australia in the mid-19th century
was that she was literate. Her widowed brother,
William, a civil engineer, followed her to Australia
in 1861 and possibly provided some ﬁnancial
assistance. At the time of Patrick’s death, Ellen
had six children, Richard aged 14, Mary Ann aged
11, Ellen aged 9, William aged 6, Patrick aged 4 and
Esther aged 2.
The Laurel Hotel was dilapidated and had limited
accommodation for travellers, however being on
the main road between Melbourne and Bendigo
meant travellers would drink at the Laurel and
then make their way on to Bendigo or Melbourne.
Its location outside Gisborne meant that it didn’t

have too much competition from the larger hotels
located in the heart of Gisborne such as the
Gaythorn, Victorian and the Telegraph.11
Initially Ellen’s eldest son, Richard, would have
helped her with running the Laurel. Mary Ann would
also have been helpful as she grew up and Ellen
would have missed her assistance when she married
at 17 to local bootmaker Patrick Long in 1881.
In April 1882 in the County court P J Martin took
court action against Ellen for non-payment of
money owing to him for goods sold to her between
30 April 1878 and 21 March 1881 amounting to
£139/11/6.
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Ellen Thornton

Image 2: Victorian Alps Hotel Macedon, licensee 1910-1911, Mary Ann Long. Gisborne & Mount
Macedon Districts Historical Society collection.

Ellen’s argument was that she had paid the
money to P J Martin’s farm manager, Thomas
Callary, but hadn’t kept a record of the sum paid.
She claimed that it would be entered in the farm
book which Mr Martin would not release for
inspection, despite being requested to do so in a
letter to him from Ellen’s solicitor. The outcome
of the case was that Ellen was required to pay Mr
Martin £139/11/6 plus costs of £14. Ellen paid her
solicitor £4/1/2.12
P J Martin was litigious in all aspects of his
business. Between 1863 and 1890, he was involved
in approximately 190 civil cases as well as cases
heard in the court of petty sessions. Many of
the civil cases related to complex arrangements
associated with hotel licences.13
Ellen acquired some 30 acres of land near the
Laurel but in the years 1883, ‘84, ‘85, ‘87 and ‘89
failed to pay her council rates of 15/- per year on
this land.14 In 1884, Mary Ann’s husband deserted
her, and Mary Ann with her two children returned
to the Laurel Hotel and re-commenced working
for her mother.
In the late 1880s P J Martin sold his properties in
Gisborne15 and moved to Queensland. This meant
Ellen was free to engage in more competitive
arrangements for purchase of provisions. By
the 1890s she had begun to make a good proﬁt.
In 1891, she helped Mary Ann pay the legal and
administrative fees of £45 associated with her
divorce from Patrick Long on the grounds of
habitual drunkenness, cruelty and desertion.
Patrick was ordered to pay £63/1/2 from 11
August 1891 for costs16 but it’s unlikely he paid, as
he was declared insolvent in August 1891.17

Ellen began to apply for licences to run stalls
selling liquor at Gisborne and neighbouring
country race meetings and agricultural shows in
Kyneton, Sunbury, Riddells Creek and Hanging
Rock. Such licences weren’t cheap varying from
£30/10/0 to £13/0/0 for either the sole or shared
right to conduct a booth. On one occasion, the
newspaper reported:
It is expected that the receipts for the recent
Hanging Rock races will just meet the expenditure.
Mrs Thornton of Gisborne who had the publican’s
booth on the course had such a successful day that
she donated £1 to the funds of the club.18

Ellen purchased the Laurel in the 1890s and in
1899, she purchased 79 acres of land at Barringo,
situated about 4 miles (7km) from the Laurel
Hotel and close to Macedon.
Like many young men of their time, Ellen’s sons
Richard and Patrick moved to Boulder WA in the
1890s looking for gold. Her other son, William,
moved to Perth with his wife in February 1902.
That same year, Mary Ann, who had been
managing the Laurel, also moved to Perth with
her daughter.19
In mid-1902, missing her children, particularly
Mary Ann, Ellen transferred the licence to Mr
Clarke and joined her sons, Richard and Patrick
in Boulder. It appears there were problems with
Mr Clarke and in June 1904 Ellen returned and
recommenced running the Laurel. By that time,
she was in her 70s so in May 1907 she leased the
licence for four years to Mrs Stark for £80 and
once more travelled to WA.
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the Victorian Alps Hotel, Macedon which she
advertised as having ‘good accommodation and
reasonable charges’.24

The Laurel couldn’t be rebuilt for the £200
insurance payable. In these circumstances, Ellen
surrendered her licence. As the hotel wasn’t
to be rebuilt, the insurance payable reduced to
£155. Both she and Mrs Stark, the licensee, were
entitled to compensation from the Licences
Reduction Board (LRB). In its assessment of how
much compensation to pay, the LRB had to be
convinced the hotel made a proﬁt. Mrs Stark, the
licensee gave detailed evidence of her takings and
proﬁts which revealed a mark up of in excess of
200% on beer, spirits, wine, cigars and cigarettes.
Even water was sold at 2/6 per can to motorists
for their cars.21 Presumably Mrs Stark followed
Ellen’s pricing strategy which put in no doubt why
the Laurel eventually made a good proﬁt.

The hotel wasn’t viable ﬁnancially and had a
history of high turnover of licensees. After Mary
Ann left, it had at least two more licensees before
being closed by the LRB in 1915.

The LRB paid Ellen £90 compensation. Mrs Stark,
the licensee was paid £47.22 In late November
1908, Ellen and Mary Ann returned to Victoria.23
Being a publican did run in families and in March
1910 Mary Ann Long became the licensee of

Ellen Thornton

At 2am on 6 March 1908, the Laurel burnt to the
ground. Mrs Stark and her family just managed to
escape. Both the hotel and furniture were insured.20

Mary Ann then took over Grosvenor Terrace, a
lodging house in Drummond Street, Carlton. It
was there that Ellen died of stomach cancer on
20 April 1913. Her body was taken by train to the
Gisborne cemetery where she was buried in a
marked grave,25 26 unlike her husband Patrick and
an infant daughter who are buried in a mass grave
at the cemetery.27
As her daughter Ellen Mary predeceased her and
her youngest daughter Esther was conﬁned in
Sunbury asylum, Ellen left her 79-acre property at
Barringo valued at just on £100 to her three sons
and Mary Ann.28
The £10 licence which Ellen held in 1875 had
indeed enabled her to support her children and
some 38 years later leave them a small legacy.
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The long walk
by Margaret Dimech
Josie loved to walk. Even in her seventies,
she walked with her grandchildren to their
favourite secret places in the bush. Josie would
proudly boast to my mother, her daughter-inlaw, ‘What an adventure with your children!
A great long trail, over creeks and through
paddocks.’ It reminded Josie of living on her
grandparents’ farm in Yarram, way down in
south Gippsland, Victoria. ‘I would spend
Margaret can be contacted at
all day roaming, dressed in a red ﬂannel
margaret.dimech61@gmail.com
petticoat so Grandma could see me from
the house.’1
But there was one walk in Yarram that puzzled
her. Why did her mother, Mary Ann, always drag
her to Greenmount Cemetery every Sunday after
mass? As the crow ﬂies, it was a good six miles
(10 km) round trip.2 Even with a packed lunch to
eat by the graves, it was not Josie’s favourite trek.
But you certainly did not complain as a child in
the early 1900s. She was seen, not heard and kept
resentful thoughts to herself.
Mary Ann, my great-grandmother, was not visiting
the graves of her parents Thomas and Mary
(née Sloway) Rooney. Their elaborate grave was
created later, around 1913, after Thomas senior
died, and her brothers James, Henry, Thomas and
John inherited the Rooney farm.3 Perhaps the
visits were prompted by the loss of Mary Ann’s
twin sister Margaret, who died aged 25 in 18884
Or perhaps to memorials of other Rooney children
not buried at Greenmount: Patrick, who took his
own life in Sandy Creek in 18865 and Kate, who
died in Sydney in 1903.6 But none of these deaths
truly explain the ongoing mourning.
It emerged there was a poignant reason for the
cemetery pilgrimages. Mary Ann was visiting the
unmarked grave of her ﬁrst child, George Francis
Rooney, born on 1 April 1886 on the Rooney farm.7
His infancy was cut short by bronchitis at the age
of three on 10 December 1889.8 The grief stayed
with Mary Ann always.
Mary Ann had three children before she was
married. George in 1886, then an unnamed male

in 18929 at Stratford who died at ﬁve days,10 and
Josie in 1898 in Dandenong. Josie had no idea of
the earlier births and infant deaths. In my search
for Josie’s birth certiﬁcate all the family secrets
were exposed.
Josie’s birth was registered as Mary Rooney, born
on 3 February 1898 at Dandenong, illegitimate
daughter to Mary Ann Rooney, 26 years of age
from Yarram.11 Her school registration stated she
was Josephine Mary Dick, born on 12 January
1898.12 However, Josie’s birth was always
celebrated as occurring on 17 January 1901, to
give the impression of legitimacy as her mother
married Henry Alexander Dick on 15 October
1899.13 To think Josie was three years older than
she believed! While understanding the reason
for lying about the year, why were there so many
variations of the day and month of her birth?
Was the original registration incorrect (by an
illiterate, authorised agent, three months after
the event)? Or was Josie’s birth changed to align
with a special date, such as a saint’s feast day? Or
was it simply due to her parents’ illiteracy? Thank
goodness, Josie never had to apply for a passport
or prove her citizenship.
Consequently, it suggests that her father, Henry,
was not actually her biological parent. However,
Josie knew him as her father and loved him very
much. ‘The bottom dropped out of her life’ when
he died on St Patrick’s Day in 1915.14
There are still mysteries to be solved but only
speculation about the circumstances of Mary
Ann’s relationships. There was no one man in her
life to explain her three illegitimate children, so
not necessarily a happy love life; more likely, the
exploitation of a woman unprotected in the bush.
Josie died in 1989, supposedly aged 88 but really
91 years of age, without knowing the full picture.15
But she always said, ‘Terrible things happen in
the country.’16
A long life, full of shadows and secrets, sustained
by those extensive walks.
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ANNUAL GENERAL
MEETING
In accordance with the Rules of the Society
and the Associations Incorporation Reform
Act 2012, members are advised that the

Annual General
Meeting
of The Genealogical Society of
Victoria Incorporated
will be held in the GSV premises,
Level 1, 10 Queen Street

at 2.00pm Saturday,
2 October 2021
In view of possible coronavirus
restrictions in October, the meeting
may be held as a virtual digital
conference or deferred. Any changes
will be notiﬁed on our website
www.gsv.org.au.

Image 1: Josie and her ancestors. Author’s collection.
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William,Wasdale and GIN
by Margaret Wilson
Don’t forget the members online Genealogical
Index of Names (GIN) when trying to solve your
research dilemmas. New entries are frequently
being added to this database so it is worthwhile
returning occasionally in case new information
can be found on your ancestors.

Margaret can be contacted at
margrwilson@bigpond.com

My problem was I could not be sure which
ship my 2x great grandfather William Cannee
Flower sailed on when he travelled to Australia.
In 1890 the informant on William’s death
certiﬁcate noted that he had been in Victoria
38 years equating to his arrival about 1852.1 There
were two passenger list possibilities I found on
the Public Record Office Victoria (PROV) website
under Unassisted Passengers in that year.2

Browsing the GIN for William Flower led me to
‘Missing Friends’ notices in The Argus newspaper
– some of these notices also appeared in the
Advertising section. Clicking on the link in the
search results revealed the date of issue. Next, I
traced the notices on Trove which gave me more
vital information.
In November 1853 Wasdale Meadway placed the
ﬁrst of a number of advertisements in looking for
his friend William Flower. Notices also appeared
on 1, 2 and 3 December 1853. I have transcribed
some here as the images were difficult to read.

October 1852 Himalaya William Flower 23 years
August 1852 Panama Mr Flower 32 years

December 1853
‘WILLIAM FLOWER of Fore Street London – If
this should meet your eyes, your friend Wasdale
Meadway would be glad to hear from you. Address
to me at the Diggers’ Emporium Bendigo’.3

In 1852 William would have been 19 years old,
so neither passenger list had the correct age, and
whilst William’s sister and husband were aboard
the Panama I could not be sure Mr Flower age 32
on this list was my 2x great grandfather.

Also in January 1854
‘CRIPPLEGATE – William Flower, per ship
Panama – your friend Wasdale Meadway would
be glad to hear from you; address 20 La Trobe
Street east’.4

Image 1: GIN Extracts Person Search, William Flower.
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As far as I can see on the PROV website, the
Panama only sailed into Victorian ports in 1849,
1852, 1853, 1854 and 1859, and the voyage of
1852 was the only one with a Mr Flower on the
passenger list.
William’s father, John Flower, was a Grocer and
Tea Dealer born in Lincolnshire, England. At
the time of William’s birth in 1833 the family
was living in Fore Street in the parish of St Giles
Without Cripplegate, City of London.5
To conﬁrm Wasdale Meadway’s association with
William I looked into his background. He was
born 1834 in St Giles Without Cripplegate,6 which
is a similar time frame and parish as William. His
father George Meadway was also a merchant, a
butcher in Fore Street, which is the same street
as John Flower’s grocer’s business. In the 1851
UK Census Wasdale was apprentice grocer and
shopman to a Lincolnshire tea dealer and grocer.7
This information made me more conﬁdent that
the families of Wasdale and William were known
to each other and the William Flower he was
looking for was indeed my 2x great grandfather.
So thank you to the GIN and also Wasdale
Meadway for advertising in The Argus newspaper
as this information helped conﬁrm William
Flower from Fore Street Cripplegate arrived via
the ship Panama in August 1852.

Image 1: William Cannee Flower c1865. Family photograph.
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Basil and Marjorie:
an unlikely match
by Martin Playne

Martin can be contacted at:
mjplayne@gmail.com

My great uncle, baptised Basil Alfred Playne, was
born on 13 June 1885 in Springﬁeld, the family
home, in Minchinhampton, a small town in the
Cotswolds in Gloucestershire, England.1 He was
the youngest boy in a family of ﬁve boys and two
girls, born to Fanny Boycott and Edward Fletcher
Playne. A bright boy, he attended the Dragon
Preparatory School near Oxford, and completed
his schooling at Clifton College near Bristol in
July 1904, gaining an Exhibition in Science to
Pembroke College at Cambridge University.2 In
his younger years, he acted in plays, was an avid
cricketer and rowed in a four. His treasured trophy
oar from his success in rowing in ‘bump’ races
remains in the possession of the Playne family.
After graduating from Cambridge in 1907, he
went on to study medicine at Cambridge and St
Bartholomew’s (Barts) Hospital. He qualiﬁed as
a Member of the Royal College of Surgeons, and
Licentiate of the Royal College of Physicians in
1910 and was registered as a medical practitioner
on 10 Feb 1910. He fulﬁlled the role of ‘Extern
midwifery assistant’ at Barts and later Senior
House Surgeon at Miller General Hospital
in Greenwich, graduating M.B., B.Ch. from
Cambridge in 1912. The Medical Register of 1913
gives his address as Floriston, Bridge Rd, Torquay,
Devon, where he had purchased a practice.3 It was
here that he met and married Margaret Lowther
Fisher (known since her childhood as Marjorie).
She was a well-established professional singer,
already 38 years old. He was only 28.4 Family oral
history had it that he was jilted by his true love a
few years earlier.
Marjorie, born in Cambridge in 1873, was brought
up by her parents initially in the Hammersmith
area and from the 1890s in the Chiswick area
of London in a rather arty new development
called Bedford Park. She went on to study at
the Guildhall School of Music and Drama at the
Barbican in London. Marjorie and her siblings
were all very musical, enjoying singing, playing
musical instruments and acting in plays from a
young age. Encouraged by their parents, Thomas
Field-Fisher and Louise Fanny Fisher, from 1890

onward Marjorie led her siblings in a quartet
known as ‘The Field-Fisher Quartet’.5 During
the 1890s, there were some 169 articles in city
and provincial newspapers on this quartet and
its many performances. Marjorie (b.1873) was
the eldest, followed by Alfred (b. 1876), Evelyn
(b.1878) and Eric (b.1882). Youngest sibling Caryl
(b.1887) joined them later. Marjorie was a mezzo
soprano, Alfred an actor and comedian, Evelyn a
dancer and Eric an instrumentalist. They were
extremely successful, including performing
before King Edward VII and Queen Alexandra on
the Royal Yacht at Cowes, and later before royalty
at Sandringham in Norfolk. As early as 1891, they
were well established:
The Field-Fisher Quartet is renowned in every
part of London and the provinces for their talented
songs, recitations and dances, and also banjo,
mandolin and guitar solos. There is the charming
Miss Marjorie, with her exquisite voice, the Grecian
features of Miss Evelyn, whose graceful dancing is
a poem, and little Eric with his clever performances
on the guitar, and also, Alfred, a veritable low
comedian, with his comic songs and recitations.6

Young Caryl was a precocious child who acted in
plays from the age of four, and by the time he was
ten he was performing solo recitals and playing the
guitar, banjo and mandolin, with the quartet. He
ran away at the age of 12 (i.e., 1899) and travelled to
Torquay. There, he was taken in by a solicitor and
caught up with the schooling he had missed.7
Marjorie’s parents separated in 1900. Marjorie
and her father moved to Torquay in Devon to
join Caryl. Marjorie, being fourteen years older
than Caryl, must have acted as a mother-ﬁgure
for him. She and Caryl continued to perform
and arrange concerts in Devon – she sang while
he played the banjo and mandolin. They played
for charities, for churches and for dignitaries in
the summer months.8 Their father died in 1905.
When Marjorie and her sister Evelyn married,
and Caryl started to train as a solicitor, the
Field-Fisher Quartet fell apart. Brother Eric
was an accomplished musician and violinist
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Basil Playne
Image 1: Basil as a lad (seated, front) with his father, grandmother and elder brother Herbert. Author’s collection.
Images 2 & 3: Basil Alfred Playne in his later years, and his war medals. Images courtesy of Basil Wilbrenninck

and continued his musical career, selling
instruments, while Alfred became a famous
actor and comedian on the world stage, playing at
Drury Lane and Covent Garden in London,9 and
touring South Africa and Australia. He settled
permanently in Australia around 1914.
Soon after Marjorie’s marriage to Basil in 1913,
the First World War started. Basil immediately
enlisted and in 1914 took part in the siege of
Antwerp as part of the Naval Division. He served
as a temporary surgeon with the Hawke Battalion,
before being captured and interned in Holland by
the Germans. After several months, he managed
to escape internment10 and returned to England,
only to be sent by the Navy in charge of a medical
unit of the Portsmouth 10th Battalion, 3rd Royal
Marines Brigade, to Gaba Tepe on the Gallipoli
peninsula for the ‘relief [of ] the exhausted
remnants of the 1st and 3rd Australian Brigades’.
They landed in torrents of rain under a black sky
at 4.00 pm on Wednesday 28 April 1915. So bad
was the situation that they were led straight to
the frontline. Most of the troops in these British
battalions were raw recruits. Basil’s medical unit
was entrenched near the Australians providing
medical help to wounded soldiers in the ﬁeld.11 His
small team showed exceptional bravery. Lance
Corporal William Parker was awarded a Victoria
Cross and Basil was awarded a Distinguished
Service Order in September 1915 with the
following citation:

Surgeon Basil Alfred
Playne, R.N., Royal
Naval Division
For gallantry and good
service during operations
near Gaba Tepe from April
28th to May 1st, 1915.
On several occasions he
rushed across the open (the
communication trench
being incomplete) into the
ﬁre trenches and attended
the seriously wounded,
regardless of the severity
of the enemy’s ﬁre; on
one occasion he carried
a wounded officer on his
back from the ﬁre trench
to the communication
trench under heavy ﬁre. His
conspicuous bravery not
only inspired the stretcher
bearers to perform ﬁne work
but gave conﬁdence and
spirit to all ranks. He was
again several times brought
to notice for gallant deeds
when attending wounded on
May 3rd and 4th.12

In a letter to Basil’s wife
dated 3 June 1915, Major B
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Bsail Playne

Image 4: The Field-Fisher Quartet (from The Sketch, Volume 2, 14 June 1893, p37)

Houghton wrote ‘ … that if any man had deserved
the V.C., not once, but many times, it was Dr
Playne’.
The battalion was withdrawn from Gallipoli
in June 1915. Basil was hospitalised in Egypt
with an eye injury (corneal ulcer), invalided to
England and declared unﬁt for active service.
After recuperation, a year later he returned to
duty at the Howden Air Station in east Yorkshire
as a staff surgeon with the Royal Flying Corps
(later to become the RAF).13 In 1919, he gained a
permanent commission with the RAF Medical
Service as a Squadron Leader and worked at
Finchley Hospital in London in 1921 and 1922. He
continued medical service with the RAF in the
Middle East as a Principal Medical Officer, based
with the Aden Command, and then at Hinaidi in
Iraq with Iraq Command. Marjorie accompanied
Basil to his postings to the Middle East. After
these overseas postings, he was appointed to the
RAF Halton Command in Buckinghamshire,
England, in 1934 and later was part of the Coastal
Command Headquarters.
By the 1920s, Marjorie’s youngest brother, Caryl
was an established solicitor in Torquay. When
Basil and Marjorie were not overseas, they shared
a house with Caryl and his wife Dora.14 Caryl and
Dora’s son Thomas (b.1915) became a barrister,
and a major in the Territorial Army, and held
important Crown positions in later life.
Marjorie continued to take part in musical
performances after the end of the First World
War. In 1929, she gained a highly commended
award from the Royal Academy of Music,15 and
four years later was awarded an Associateship
of the Royal Academy of Music (ARAM) in
recognition of her work.16

By the time Basil was 40, he had become a
yachtsman and in 1934 he bought a famous classic
yacht the Maud. Built in Glasgow by William Fife
and Son in 1899, the Maud was 42 feet long.17 Basil
and his older brother Herbert (my grandfather)
were both keen sailors going off to Bordeaux and
the Baltic, sometimes with Herbert’s boys, Ted
and John, or another nephew, Eddie Eschauzier.
Basil also made solo voyages. He was a member
of the Calshot Yacht Club and the RAF Cruising
Association and took part in races organized by
the Royal Ocean Yacht Club. My cousin Nicholas
recalled his father saying about Basil ‘We all loved
it when Uncle Basil came to sail with us, he always
brought a big crate of beer. Needless to say, we
enjoyed that; father never produced beer when he
went sailing!’
In January 1937 he was promoted to Air
Commodore.18 As he was already 54 at the start of
the Second World War, he retired, but was then
appointed as Air Commodore (retired) so that
he could continue to assist with RAF medical
services in London. Basil resigned during the war
because of ill health and died in 1944 in the RAF
General Hospital, Pontypridd, Glamorganshire,
on 6 February 1944 from pneumonia following a
stroke. He was only 58 years old. Basil had lived a
life of adventure and service.
Basil and Marjorie lived in Spring Cottage,
Minchinhampton, during the war years, next
to Springﬁeld House, where his older brother,
Herbert lived.19 Marjorie survived her husband
and lived in the cottage until 1957. She followed
her talent and passion for music all her life.
Basil was known in the family as a jovial and
cheerful man and full of fun, but in hindsight, this
may have been to hide the terrors he must have
encountered in the ﬁrst World War.
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Image 5: The yacht Maud sailing on the Solent
Image 6: Basil ‘lighting up’ with John (my father), Herbert and
Eddie Eschauzier
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The ancient art of
dog whipping
by Jenny Dooley

Jenny can be contacted at
georjen7@gmail.com

My husband’s ancestors were based in the
beautiful Peak District of Derbyshire for over
300 years. I’ve enjoyed learning about these
individuals and families, and the places and times
in which they lived. One of these individuals was
Henry Dooley, my husband’s 6x great-grandfather.
Henry was baptised in Great Longstone, Derbyshire,
on 28 January 1699, the son of Henry and Elizabeth
Dooley.1 At some stage in the early part of his life,
Henry moved to the nearby village of Eyam.
Eyam was a picturesque village, dotted with
limestone cottages in a setting of hills and moors.
During Henry’s lifetime, Eyam’s population was
around 700 people, and its chief industries were
farming and lead mining. Fame had come to
Eyam following its successful management of the
terrible plague which had ravaged England in the
years 1665 and 1666.
Henry Dooley married Ann Morton at St.
Lawrence’s Church, Eyam on 20 May 1725.2 They
had a family of eight children, three of whom died
under the age of ten.3
It was however, Henry’s burial record from St.
Lawrence’s Church, Eyam, that really piqued my
interest. The entry reads in full: ‘1744, Dec. 29,
Bur, Henry Dooley de Eyam, Dog Whipper’.4 Were
the words ‘Dog Whipper’ just a casual remark
about Henry’s character, or did they have a deeper
meaning? I set about ﬁnding out.
During the 16th century, the wealthy and highborn would, on occasion, take their trained
hawks with them to church. The birds would
be displayed on hands or arms, presumably as a
sign of status within the community.5 Following
on from this, parishioners started bringing their
dogs to church. The practice gained in popularity,
particularly during the 17th and 18th centuries.

The Dog Whipper was a position appointed by
the church to keep the dogs under control. If
the dogs were unruly or aggressive, the Dog
Whipper would remove them. If dogs had been
left outside the church, it was the Dog Whipper’s
responsibility to keep order by breaking up ﬁghts
and preserving the peace.
The position of Dog Whipper was a respected one,
similar to that of a Church Warden, but below it in
standing. It was generally full time work and Dog
Whippers were paid a wage. Dog Whippers were
usually paid with money, but sometimes with
clothing, or even a grant of land.
The Church Warden’s accounts for St. Mary’s
Church, Warwickshire, from 1656 to 1691,
read ‘to the Dog Whipper, his year’s wages, 13s
4d.’6 Youlgreave parish in Derbyshire was far
less generous. Their parish accounts show Dog
Whipper’s annual wages between the years
1604 and 1716 as 1s 4d.7 A hundred and twelve
years without a pay rise! The Dog Whippers at
Prestwich parish, Lancashire, were very spoilt.
In 1736 the salary was ‘13 shillings and a new coat
every other year.’8 The county of Nottinghamshire
even coined a name for Dog Whippers unique to
the area, ‘knocknobblers’.9
The tools of the trade were an important part
of the Dog Whipper’s arsenal. These usually
consisted of two items, a whip and a pair of tongs.
Both made of wood, the whip was usually about
three feet long and covered in twisted leather. The
tongs were two feet long, and used for the purpose
of gripping a dog’s neck to assist in removing it.10
If parishes were small, or money in short supply,
the Dog Whipper’s duties could be expanded. In
market towns, during inclement weather markets
could be held in the church, and the Dog Whipper
would be needed again.
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Most villages put aside an area of land for strays
and lost dogs. It was the Dog Whipper’s job to
collect and tend these animals. Places with names
such as Dog Whipper’s Marsh, in Chislet, Kent,
and Dog Whipper’s Flat at Exeter, Devon, came
into being.11
The strangest duty added to their job list however,
was that of Sluggard Waker. The Sluggard Waker
would patrol the church and call to attention
anyone not listening, or those who may have
nodded off. A long wooden stick sometimes
with a small brush of fox tail on the end would
accompany the Sluggard Waker. Gentleman
snoozers could expect to receive a not so gentle
tap from the stick, while ladies could expect to be
woken by a tickle from the fox’s tail.12
When not patrolling the aisles in church, the Dog
Whipper would sit in the Dog Whipper’s pew. One
of these pews still exists in St. Margaret’s Church,
in Wrenbury, Cheshire.13
Most English parishes have references to Dog
Whippers in their records of accounts payments.
Dog Whipping was not only conﬁned to England,
however. It was widespread in other parts of the
British Isles, Europe and even America, where in
Shrewsbury, Maryland in 1725, the Dog Whipper
received a salary of one hundred pounds of tobacco!14
The position of Dog Whipper gradually faded
from history as society changed, and bringing
dogs into church was frowned upon.
The home of the Dooleys, the Peak District
of Derbyshire, proved to be a hotbed of Dog
Whippers. The parishes of Morton and
Youlgreave made regular references to their Dog
Whippers. The Dog Whipper’s pew at Youlgreave
was kept in use until 1868,15 and St. Anne’s Church
at Baslow, Derbyshire, has preserved its Dog
Whipper’s whip and displays it in a glass case
inside the church.16
By working for the church, Henry Dooley followed
his father, who was scripter of the parish records
for St. Giles, Great Longstone, for decades.17
Henry may have won the coveted position of
Dog Whipper following the death of fellow Dog
Whipper, George Newton, who was buried at
Eyam on 1 February 1727, at least two years after
Henry moved to the village.18
The likely successor to Henry as Dog Whipper,
Stephen Broomhead, met a tragic end. He was
buried at Eyam on 2 February 1747, after he
‘starved to death in a snow on Eyam Moor.’19
I do hope he wasn’t chasing an errant dog!

Image 1: Dog Whipper’s whip displayed
at St. Anne’s Church, Baslow, Derbyshire
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Research in Germany
German roots in Poland, with special reference to Posen
by Marianne Gifford

Marianne can be contacted
at: mgiff7@gmail.com

This article points out some of the challenges
and potential pitfalls when researching German
roots in Poland. A detailed survey, from a Polish
perspective, about these challenges is given in
Beginners Guide to Polish Genealogy on
www.pgsctne.org

Lineage Press Centre of Eastern Europe from
which to purchase books (even read free sample
chapters). Roger P. Minert has written a series
of books on handwriting in German documents.
But, as several sources point out, nothing beats
knowing some of the required language.

German language and culture have existed in
Poland for centuries and still do in the border
areas of contemporary Germany. From the
eleventh century many Central and Eastern
European towns were founded and regulated by
German town charters (the Magdeburg Law1).
Consequently, trade facilitated economic and
cultural changes, especially in the western region.
The city of Posen (Polish Poznan) was situated on
the trade route to Leipzig in central Germany and
to Danzig (Polish Gdansk) on the Baltic coast.

The Bamberger Germans (Poznanskie Bambry),
a group of early eighteenth-century German
descendants still live in Posen and surrounding
villages. These people were used by German
nationalists from the late nineteenth century
as evidence of undesired ‘Polonisation’, which
was followed by aggressive ‘Germanisation’.4
However, Poland’s 1989 advent of democracy saw
the beginning of a revival of their culture.5 An
insightful summary of their story by Professor
Maria Paradowska and details of their museum,
which you can visit, are on www.bambrzy.
poznan.pl (also in English).

German language and culture
German culture and language permeated the
courts and official dealings and was common
among the educated nobility and middle classes.
More than one third of all Poles still report that
they have some knowledge of German.2 For
detailed information see www.quora.com for
a breakdown of languages spoken in Poland and
www.omniglot.com for written and spoken
German and samples of old script.
As Poland’s history is so varied it is important
to know which language was used in records
because this depends on the year and location
within a partition your ancestor lived. Generally,
the Prussian partition used mostly German or
Latin but some Polish, the Russian partition Latin
or Polish before 1868 and Russian thereafter; the
Austrian partition mostly Latin but some German
or Polish.3 Many old German documents could be
in now unfamiliar Kurrent, Fraktur or Sütterlin
script or simply in old fashioned handwriting.
Some examples of these can be found in Kopittke
and on www.omniglot.com/writing/german.
htm. You could even enrol in an online course
‘Reading the old German handwriting’ on www.
projectancestry.com. Good translation guides
are available on www.polishroots.com which
gives research terms in Latin, Polish and English
or on www.langline.com, the Language and

A hundred years earlier, Catherine the Great of
Russia, herself born in German Stettin (Szczecin
now in Poland) had invited German settlers like
the Bambergers for being ‘reliable, economical,
hardworking and honest’, and thousands of
Protestants, especially Mennonites to migrate.
You may discover that a Polish ancestor was
one of the Vistula Germans; for the history of
the Vistula Legions, part of Napoleon’s army, see
Legion of the Vistula on www.wikipedia.com
(Wikipedia).

Border changes
Family history research into Poland reveals many
complexities because of early political allegiances,
military battles and changing borders. While this is
true to some extent for most of Europe, it appears
unique to Poland that, as a country, it was wiped off
the map for over a century. Therefore, researchers
into Poland need to be extremely vigilant about
dates and border changes the reasons for which
will be summarised in the following.
As Poland’s history was intricately linked to
Germany it is useful to read the brief summary
of German history by Kopittke’s Introduction
to German family history.6 For a chronological
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A good starting point for a more detailed history
is on Wikipedia and www.britannica.com – the
former is more interactive while the latter is
more reader-friendly. Both sites provide excellent
overviews of European history, including Poland’s
partitions by Prussia, Russia and Austria and
the resulting border changes. A good website for
historical maps is www.Kartenmeister.com
where the online information can be translated
into German or Polish including a basic dictionary
of relevant research terms.
Information is also on Cyndi’s List and
FamilySearch with more details in God’s
Playground: A history of Poland.7An overview of
history, migration, economics and art in Poland
- from a Polish perspective - is also on www.
poland-today.pl (in English).

Names
Starting with your ancestor’s name, the ﬁrst
question might be: Did the ﬁrst or family name
originate in Germany or come into use due
to immigration? The carving up of Poland or
annexation of parts of it beginning in the late
eighteenth century is usually referred to as
partitions and led to continuous displacement,
voluntary emigration or expulsions and
resettlement.
Your ancestor’s name might have been altered
because of these geographical and cultural
changes but also because of the Name Change
Act (German Namensänderungs-Gesetz).8 For
the impact of these laws during the various
geographical changes see Wikipedia. If voluntary,
families might have changed their surnames to
better ﬁt in with another language or culture
or dropped the German or French aristocratic
preﬁx von, de etc. Kopittke provides a useful
overview of German names9 as does www.
familytreemagazine.com/names/all-aboutsurnames. Names of women may be married
or maiden surnames, and some of Polish female
surnames contain the feminine grammatical
endings -ska or -cka so you need to search under
both versions, i.e., Korzeniecki and Korzeniecka.
By far the most common reasons for variations
are errors during transcription, phonetic spelling
or misinterpretation (deliberate or accidental),
making the search for correct names in their
respective language vital if not time-consuming
and challenging, as acknowledged by Professor
Udolph.10 There is a helpful surname variant
chart as well as tips about unusual surnames on
www.familytreemagazine.com. Other useful
information may come from an online search
when you enter the term ‘surname society’ plus

the actual surname or from a local Polish cultural
organisation or club like Polonia in Australia to
which many Polish expatriates belong.

Polish place of origin
The most important task after conﬁrming your
ancestor’s name is to ﬁnd the correct town of
origin, always keeping in mind that most eastern
European records were kept at local levels, not
centrally or in district registers. Records might
also be found in unexpected locations as well as in
(now) foreign countries and languages.

GSV ‘How to’ Series

overview of border changes see the entry
Territorial Evolution of Poland on Wikipedia.

For place names, jurisdictions and locations
of parish and civil registry offices during the
German Empire (1871-1918) do a search online on
the gazette www.meyersgaz.org. This website
also has interactive maps, helpful for searching
in Poland or other areas of the former German
Empire. If you are researching in the Kingdom
of Prussia before WW I, check the Ancestry
website for census details. The German Deutsches
Ortsverzeichnis is a list of places and marriage
registry offices, compiled in 1930 and including
places ceded to neighbouring nations at the end of
WWI. This list can be accessed via the National
Library in Canberra.

Records, certiﬁcates
Researching family history in Poland by religious
denomination may not be straight forward
either. Being a multi-faith country, Poland had
Roman Catholics, Protestants, Eastern Orthodox,
Jews, and Muslims living within its boundaries.
Picyk writes that, at least in the Eastern regions,
traditions and customs often resulted in mixed
marriages and could mean that male and female
children in the same family could be listed with
different religions.11
As a result, family members might not be buried
in the same cemetery; older headstones and burial
records might have additional useful information
about the ancestor while church records may
reveal details on baptisms, banns and marriages.
In 1817 church records held in Prussia might be
listed under the German evangelisch because
Lutheran and Reformed Churches merged into
one Protestant church. www.catholicdirectory.
com can be searched by region, churches, schools
and ministries and even gives addresses. Searches
can be made into parish records on www.
genealodzy.pl (some can be translated). Probate
records and Wills might have directories held in
public libraries, and be found on Ancestry,and in
Polish language newspapers in various countries
in published obituaries.
Title deeds and mortgage documents can often
be found in town halls, court houses or with
solicitors. All types of documents regarding
Polish birth, marriage, death, divorce, trade and
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land titles can be ordered online from www.
certificatesfrompoland.com (in English). They
are held in the Polish State Archives in Warsaw
and various other government institutions; often
they have published guides of their holdings.
You can ﬁnd addresses on www.archiwa.gov.pl
However, often they only allow access to direct
descendants, so you may need notarised proof.
Naturally records may also be irretrievably lost burnt, destroyed by mildew, age or plunder, taken
away (for example to Russia for recycling after

WW II12), or access to them denied (an example
is the former Russian-controlled German
Democratic Republic).
The writer herself has been unable to search
in person for documents and records or
visit archives in Germany, mainly due to the
restrictions and denial of access during the old
communist German Democratic Republic up
until about 1990. Other family documents were
lost long ago due to all the reasons mentioned in
this article.
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Members research their German ancestry
by Marie-Therese Jensen

Marie-Therese can
be contacted at:
mjen9430@gmail.com

Did you know that German is the most common
non-British ancestry for Australians whose
family roots date back before Federation in 1901?
Yet the number of German stories by members of
the GSV, either in Ancestor or in the International
Settlers (ISG) Group newsletter in recent years,
can be counted on two hands.
This article attempts to show the diversity of
these stories in a brief survey. Members’ stories of
their German speaking ancestors illustrate how
successive waves of migration to Australia have
followed political, religious and economic crises
in Europe and show some of the two-way impact
of these ancestors and this country.

Historical background
It is important to understand that German roots
are not necessarily found in the sixteen states
of modern-day Germany. German language and
culture have existed for centuries beyond the
country’s present geographic boundaries. This
situation is similar to the one described in a
recent article in Ancestor about tracing Polish
roots. Maria Picyk found that information on her
Polish ancestors in Galicia was now available
in either of two languages and in two countries,
Poland and the Ukraine.1
Articles in two recent ISG newsletters offer
overviews of relevant history; the ﬁrst is a report
of a talk by Chris Elmore on the ‘Changing
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Anne Ross has illustrated movements of
population in Europe with examples from her
own family research.4 In 1711, Anne’s maternal
French Swiss forebears emigrated to Judtschen in
East Prussia, while in 1724 her paternal forebears
left Westphalia for Königsberg, then also in East
Prussia (now known as Kaliningrad, in Russia).
Anne explores different circumstances within
East Prussia for descendants of these families
according to their religion (Christian or Jewish).

Nineteenth century German
migration
Religious, political and economic factors have
driven migration within Europe in past centuries,
and have also driven emigration to Australia in
the nineteenth century.5 A very useful survey
of German migration to the different states of
Australia is given by specialist Eric Kopittke
(2017), who recently presented an online talk
to ISG members, from Queensland.6 This
migration began in the ﬁrst half of that century.
Between 1798 and 1840 there were a number
of decrees made by the king of Prussia with the
aim of uniting Lutheran and Reformed churches.
A number of ‘Old Lutherans’ resisted this
uniﬁcation, risking imprisonment. This led to the
departure for South Australia in 1838 of Pastor
Kavel and his congregation from the village of
Klemzig, Brandenburg, Prussia, near Züllichau,
(now Sulechów in Poland).
Not surprisingly, Victoria is the focus for
research and publication of family history by
GSV members. These include three descendants
of mid-nineteenth century immigrants from the
west of modern-day Germany to Melbourne,
two descendants of immigrants from the east
(Brandenburg), to the Western District, as well as
two descendants of immigrants from SchleswigHolstein. These articles can be found either in
Ancestor or in the ISG Newsletter, which appears
four times each year.

Emigrants from the west
Michael Rumpff, chairman of the International
Settlers Group for the last seven years, made an
extensive survey of German research in a talk to
ISG members in November 2018.7 Michael’s own
German ancestors were from Butzbach, a walled
town near the village of Nieder-Weisel in Hesse.

Nieder-Weisel is a signiﬁcant name for Victorian
genealogists, as it was the point of departure for
about 300 Wendish emigrants to Ballarat and
Bendigo in 1852. In his survey, Michael offers
information and advice on ﬁnding records, map
guides, place names, abbreviations and DNA
testing.
Kathleen Baker has explored the back story in
Borschemich, Rhineland, of her maternal 2 x
great grandfather Joannes Mathias Booss, in a
recent article in Ancestor (Baker, 2020).8 She
demonstrates how the language of vital records
can vary for political reasons. Joannes Booss
was born at a time of change, in 1793. As a result
of French rule under Napoleon, records in
Borschemich which had once been written in the
local Ripuarian dialect were now in French. This
lasted until 1816, when the Prussian authorities
began to record life events in German. In the
1850s, two of Joannes’ sons migrated to Australia,
each of them ﬁnding work as a baker, Herman
in Yarraville and Carl, ancestor of Kathleen, in
Beechworth.

GSV ‘How to’ Series

borders of Europe and why they are relevant to
genealogical research’.2 The second is a survey of
German history by Michael Rumpff, who reminds
us that the Holy Roman Empire existed until 1806,
when Napoleon’s Confederation of the Rhine was
created. From 1815 until 1866 there was a German
Confederation, which was dominated for its ﬁrst
thirty years or so by Austria. The country called
Germany has only existed since 1871.3

Susie Zada has described the process of breaking
through a brick wall to discover more about her
ancestor Wilhelm Schubert, who was born in
Eppenbach, Baden in 1823 and arrived in the
Australian colonies aboard the Triton in 1853.9
Among other research leads she shared, it was
the Hamburg Immigrant Lists drawn up by Eric
Kopittke that helped her to ﬁnd the ship and the
year of emigration. She also learned about the
provincial government marriage fee in this period,
which dissuaded couples from marrying. As a
result, baptism records were often in the name of
the mother.

Emigrants from the east
In 2017, Betty Huf gave a talk to ISG members on
German speaking settlers in the Western District
of Victoria.10 These settlers were mostly Lutheran
Prussians and Saxons who arrived in Victoria
between 1849 and 1900, many of them from
the region of Upper Lusatia in eastern Saxony.
Their descendants live today in the Hamilton,
Tarrington, Tabor, Portland and Warrnambool
areas of the Western District, each of these areas
being a Lutheran parish with church, schools and
other social facilities.
The current editor of the ISG Newsletter,
Chris Elmore, has told the story of ‘Herrn
Hut: Australia’s First Commune’, a religious
community in the Penshurst area of the Western
District of Victoria, which was established by
Pastor J F Krumnow in 1853 and existed until
1889.11 His 2 x great grandparents Johann Samuel
Rohr and his wife Anna Dorothea Petras were
members of this farming community. In 1849
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Figure 1: 19th century emigration locations for GSV family stories

they arrived in Geelong, from the same area left
eleven years earlier by Pastor Kavel, near the city
of Züllichau/Sulechów. Because the Christian
community was ‘committed to good works and
social responsibility’, Herrn Hut became ‘a haven
for swagmen and local Aboriginal groups’. It
survived its controversial founder by just under a
decade.

Emigrants from the north-west
Two GSV members have written about ancestors
who left the border area of Schleswig-Holstein
to emigrate to Australia after each of the two
wars between Denmark and Germany (18481851, 1864). Firstly, Marie-Therese Jensen has
told the story of her 2x great grandmother Alida
Jensen, born Alida Walter.12 A native of Tönning
in Holstein, Alida emigrated to Victoria in 1856,
together with her husband Friedrich (Frederick),
born 1809 in Husum, Schleswig. This couple
made their life on the goldﬁelds as hotelkeepers
in Sandhurst, later named Bendigo. It was at the
Black Swan Hotel where they and John Klunder
(or Klünder) were licensees that the local German
association (Deutscher Verein) held weekly
meetings from 1869 for two decades.

More recently, Suzanne Coburn has published the
story of the Carstens family, who emigrated from
Poppenwurth, Holstein a decade later, in 1865, to
take up the (poorly administered) Queensland
Land Grant.13 Suzanne’s ﬁrst of two articles in
the ISG Newsletter details her methodology for
research. This includes using FamilySearch
microﬁches, online forums, the services of a
professional researcher and making a trip to
Schleswig-Holstein in modern day Germany. In
her second article, Suzanne traces the movements
within Australia of her 2 x great grandparents
Peter Jacob and Wilhelmine Carstens,
orchardists/farmers who went in search of land
ﬁrst in Queensland and in South Australia, before
they eventually settled in 1889 in Lavington, New
South Wales, just north of Albury.14

Twentieth century migration
Since about ten years ago the membership of
the GSV and the International Settlers Group
has broadened to include those with interests
in twentieth century migration from Europe
to Australia. Alexandra de Fircks traces the
history of her Baltic German ancestors and in
particular the story of her father, Otto George
Peter, whose family was forced to ﬂee their
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Practical advice for Australians
researching German roots
It is worth noting that a number of regular items
in the ISG Newsletter give useful information for
members researching German genealogy and
German emigration to Australia. These include
‘Internet Sites and Magazine Clippings’ by
Kathleen Baker, Michael Rumpff and others, and
a review of Roger Minert’s German Residential
Records for Genealogists.16
Eric Kopittke’s Introduction to German family
history research for Australians is particularly
valuable.17 It has sections on passenger lists,
birth, marriage and death certiﬁcates from
Germany, Church records of baptism, marriage
and burial, local family books, German census
records, and so on.

It is hard to go past the extensive information
which is provided in the Family Search website,
which is free: familysearch.org/wiki/en/
Germany_Research_Strategies#Basic_
principles
For Schleswig-Holstein, many records are
available through Danish FamilySearch.

GSV ‘How to’ Series

estates in Latvia, held for centuries, in the Latvian
War of Independence (1918-1920).15 Like other
German Latvians and indeed other Balts, Otto
‘automatically and compulsorily’ became a
German citizen before World War II and in 1940
was drafted into the Wehrmacht.

Conclusion
Recent editions of both Ancestor and the ISG
Newsletter show a new level of interest from GSV
members who are researching their German
roots in Australia. Members are collecting
information from Eastern and Northern Europe,
from modern day countries as diverse as Russia,
Poland, Switzerland, Germany and Denmark,
in languages that include Polish, German and
French. This reﬂects the changing borders of
Europe, particularly in the nineteenth century.
There is scope in the future for even more sharing
of stories. This will help GSV members to develop
our knowledge of history, but also our coping
strategies to seek out information in an unfamiliar
language and in unfamiliar cultures.
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Historic Victorian Schools
Photo Collection Released
by Kate Follington,
Manager of Engagement, Public Record Office Victoria.
Public Record Office Victoria, in a recent upgrade
to their catalogue, have published online an
historic photographic series of six thousand
images produced by the former Public Works
Department from 1926 to 1965. The photos are
free to download and cover a range of works, but
in particular capture signiﬁcant shifts in the
architectural design and purpose of Victorian
high schools.
Primary school was considered a sufficient level
of education in Victoria for children up until
about 1910, when high school was provided
by independent schools. It wasn’t until the
government decided to offer secular co-ed state
schooling beyond grade eight (around 14) that
high school, and in effect university, became
accessible to public school students.

The ﬁrst two state schools were the Melbourne
Continuation School (Melbourne High School)
1905 and the University Practicing School
(University High School) 1910. These were mainly
teacher training schools for gifted students. Most
of the 24 new schools built by 1920 were also
outside of Melbourne due to lobbying from the
independent school system to stay off their turf.
As reported in the Advocate, 1914, St Anaud’s
Catholic Minister Father Doyle tried to spook
parents from state schools by forewarning of
‘forced marriages’ due to students mixing.
Architecturally they were built to impress,
according to Professor Julie Willis, Dean of
Architecture at the University of Melbourne.
They were located high in the region and had
grand entrances to inspire ambition, more akin to
a town hall than a school, ‘The idea
was to invest into the building the
expectations and social strata they
would belong to.’ A good example of
this is Swan Hill High School built
in 1926 with its white columned
entrance, and the Emily Macpherson
College of Domestic Economy.

Image 1: All images from The Public Works Department, Photographs and Negatives of Public
Buildings.Victorian Public Record Series Number 10516/P0001.
This one: Box Hill Tech School For Girls and Women. Date Unknown. (Opened 1936)

Attendance increased considerably
once a fee, demanded during the
depression, was dropped. This
also marked a stark shift in both
curriculum and architecture. The
inter-war period of functional
modernist design elements and art
deco motifs were incorporated under
the direction of The Public Works
Department’s Chief Architect Percy
Everett. He embraced large windows
and curved corners, to capture the
natural beneﬁts of sunlight, with a
less ornamental approach overall.
Box Hill Technical School for Girls
and Women (1936) and the boys
equivalent, are good examples. The
era of technical high schools was
being ramped up at this time too,
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Image 2: All images from The Public Works Department, Photographs and Negatives of Public Buildings.Victorian Public Record
Series Number 10516/P0001. This one: Swan Hill High School. 1926, and Image 3 (below): University High School. Date Unknown.
(Opened in 1910)

training high school students in local industries,
not just university, as a way to service skills
shortages.
By the 1950s, the Public Works Department had
to come up with a pragmatic solution to solve the
short fall in post-war materials along with spiking
student numbers as post-war immigrants and a
baby boom collided. Over 75% of students were
staying at high school for at least three years. In
fact, according to Willis, it was more the norm
than the exception. The pressure was on the
government to build schools as fast as possible.
In 1953 The Age reported on a plan to build 23
schools in three years all built with light timber
construction (LTC) instead of brick. Criticised
as school sheds, the Herald aptly described LTC
schools as ‘not architectural gems … ’. Grandiose
entrances were discarded for pre-fabricated,
single storeyed classrooms with corrugated
skillion roofs, joined via a central corridor.
This series of photographs from the state
archive of Public Record Office Victoria offers
a fascinating journey through the decades that
marked transitions in schooling and its role in
Victoria, both in curriculum and in architecture.
To view these photographs search on
‘Photographs and Negatives of Government
Buildings’ in the catalogue at www.prov.vic.gov.
au or search on a school name.
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Research Corner

by Linley Hooper FGSV and Meg Bate

Our digital collection
To improve our services to all our members we
have been digitising many of our records and
receiving family histories and genealogical
journals as pdf documents rather than printed
versions.

4. Vic Families – GSV member submissions
showing their Victorian ancestors of interest.
5. Scottish Places – an index to parishes, towns,
villages etc with our parish register and census
holdings.

Unfortunately, this reduces the opportunity to
browse for material of interest and makes it even
more important to use our library catalogue which
lists all the material we hold, showing the author,
title and subjects covered by the book, journal,
document, etc. It also provides links to many
online resources.

Our catalogue describes all the original
publications and information contained in our
databases (except for Vic Families and Scottish
Places).

In addition to the list of our holdings, we have also
indexed many of these records along with some
not held at the Society. These indexes are sorted
into different databases:
1. Milestones – this covers births, baptisms,
marriages, deaths, burials and some obituaries.
It does not include the State BDM indexes
as these are readily available for free online.
These records mostly relate to Australia and
Victoria in particular but include some from
elsewhere.
2. Genealogical Index of Names – records not
covered by Milestones are indexed into our
GIN database. Again, the emphasis is local
records, but not exclusively. Some examples
are hospital patients, schools, occupational
records, voter lists, early directories, etc.
3. GIN@GSV – these records have been
compiled by other organisations (mostly
overseas) and for copyright reasons, we cannot
put them on our website. They can only be
viewed within our library.

Sometimes the record:
• has a link to the full digital version of the
record. Some digital items are available to a
member to view at home (e.g. our Webcasts)
• has the format ‘Intranet’ and the location
‘Digital copy @ GSV’ so such record can only be
viewed at the GSV
• some of the associated LDS (FamilySearch)
images can only be viewed at our library as we
are an affiliated library.
Do take the time to read the full catalogue entry as
there may be restrictions.
In GIN and Milestones, there may be an image
of the relevant page attached to the index.
Sometimes there is an explanatory page attached
to each entry showing the sources used and the
limitations of the records.
Improvements continue to be made to our
databases:
• We hold many CD publications of other
Societies which may be viewed via our

Image 1: GIN@GSV example – a poor law record from West Surrey FHS
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Research Corner
Image 2: Catalogue – Digital copy @ GSV an example of the new intranet display

Intranet. These publications can consist of
a collection of pdf records and the linking to
these is being gradually updated to make them
more accessible. At the GSV when you see
‘Intranet link: Click to view’ the pdfs will be
accessible via a specially created webpage, see
image attached.
• Descriptions have been changed. If you see a
record with the location:
• ‘GIN Database’ or ‘Milestone Database’ then
this has been indexed and the images are
attached to the entry
• ‘Indexed in GIN’ or ‘Indexed in Milestones’,
it has been indexed and there is no image
attached to the entry.
• Many Societies are now digitizing the back
issues of their magazines and we are replacing
print issues. Again, check the catalogue to see
the current status.

If you unable to visit the Society, and you would
like to check for a speciﬁc record you can use our
members’ free ‘Quick Look-up’ service. Some
of these publications may now be found on the
commercial databases, but sometimes there is
more information in the original publication.
You may also use our Quick Look-up service if you
would like to read a journal article found in the
catalogue or mentioned in our Jottings from the
Journals section of Ancestor. However, keep in
mind that all print journals published before 2015
are now housed at the RHSV. GSV members can
use their facilities, but 24 hours’ notice is required
to bring the magazines, etc up from storage.
See https://www.gsv.org.au/research-services
for more detail on our various research services
including the Quick Look-up Service. Remember
to login as a GSV member to use this free
service.

Images 3 and 4: GIN record example
(above), and the linked, hospital details
(right) for Annie Macdougall
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Additions to the Library

See the library catalogue for full details,
exact format, and location of material
within the library - available online at
www.gsv.org.au or in the library.

Compiled by Meg Bate
All listed LDS microﬁlms are held in the LDS Long
Term Loans Cabinets. Request by ﬁlm number at the
Information Desk. Thank you to all donors to the
library collection.
FAMIILY HISTORY
Sharing your family history online: a guide for family historians.
Paton, Chris. Barnsley, Yks: Pen & Sword, 2021. [GSV: 929.1
PAT]
Nobody’s soldier: the life of Andrii Antonenko. An autobiography.
Antonenko, Andrii. Glen Waverley: Sid Harta Publishers, 2019
(Donor: McWilliams, Wendy). [GSV: 940 ANTO ANT]
A saga of the early Auchinlecks and Afflecks: a hidden history
revealed. Affleck, David Keir. East Linton, Sct: The Author,
2021. (Donor Author).[GSV 929.2 AUCH AF].
David and Elizabeth Donaldson and their descendants:
Scotland-Australia 1740-2015. Smith, E Muriel. [Camperdown,
Victoria]: [E. Smith], 2019. (Donor: Estate of E. Muriel Smith).
[GSV: 929.2 DONA SMI]
De Vaus family: children include Milton & Gordon De Vaus
[believed to be]. Post card: To dearest mother from Elma &
Arthur, Jan 1924. Yolanda Reynolds [digital copy@GSV
Lundie to Longwood: an incomplete history of William and
Charlotte Grant, their family and descendants. Grant, Darryl.
Balwyn North: The Author, 2021 [GSV: 929.2 GRAN GRA]
Diary of William Mark Forster 1863. Mitcham: Geoffrey Brown,
2020. Includes copy of the original diary and family history
notes. [GSV: 920 FORS BRO]
Five families: a brief history of our Ingram, Campbell,
Ferguson, Kilpatrick and Kilroy forebears. Grant, Darryl.
North Balwyn: The Author, 2020. [GSV: 929.2 INGR GRA]
A goldminer’s fortune : the story of Martin Loughlin, “Quartz
King”, racehorse owner and philanthropist, and of Thomas
O’Loughlin, who inherited the fortune. Ridley, Anne. [Killara,
NSW]: Anne Berchmans Ridley, 2020. “When gold was
discovered in Victoria, a young Irishman, Martin Loughlin, and
his cousin, Patrick, joined the thousands of diggers heading
to Ballarat to make their fortune. Martin possessed a golden
touch as he built a portfolio of mines. … By the time of his
untimely death in 1894, he had become one of the richest men
in Victoria …” (From back cover). [GSV: 920 LOUG RID]
Mair family papers: Australia. Estate of Peter Gibb. [Digital
copy @ GSV]
Days of Yore: O’Brien family of Cowwarr. Romano, Sally.
Paddington, Queensland: The Author, 2021. (Donor: Sally
Romano. [GSV: 929.2 OBRI ROM]
‘A Most undesirable woman’: writing about the criminalisation
of poverty. Love, Kristy. [Melbourne: GSV], 2021. Names
mentioned: George Atkin, Police Magistrate of the Maitland
District, New South Wales, Margaret O’Connor(1884-1941),
Annie O’Connor(1892-1966), May Rubertha Thomas (18911938), Michael O’Connor (1863-1919), Kate O’Brien (~18651942), Michael Connor(~1828-1888), Ah Bow/Bo, Gut Jay,
War Son, George Edward Louis, Oberlin John Yealland
(1881-?). [Webcast – Available for members].
Isabella Quin of Tipperary: a 19th century diarist. McEvey,
Carmel. [Melbourne: Genealogical Society of Victoria], 2020.
[Webcast – Available for members]
John Vines from Christian Malford : a Wiltshire convict
and his family. Vines, Margaret. [Taylors Lakes, Victoria]:
The Author, 2020. “John Vines from Christian Malford, a
Wiltshire convict and his family tells the story of John Vines
and his ‘nefarious convict past’ followed by his happier life
in Melbourne. It then follows the story of John Vines’ family:
the family he left behind in England and the one descended
from him in Australia. It covers a time span from Daniel Vines
in Wiltshire in the 1600s to John Vines’ grandchildren and

great-grandchildren in Melbourne in the 20th century” (Back
cover). Margaret Vines [GSV: 929.2 VINE VIN] (Donor: Vines,
Margaret )
Lost treasure: the Wisewould chronicles 1800-1900 ‘Lost
treasure’. Garner, Beatrice Mary. NSW: the Author, 2020.
(Donor: Garner, Maree). [GSV: 929.2 WISE GAR]
AUSTRALIA
Anything for mere show would be worse than useless: emigration,
dress and the Australian colonies 1820-1860 [Extract from
Thesis (Masters)]. Jocic, Laura. Melbourne, University of
Melbourne, 1998. [Digital copy @ GSV]
Deﬁant voices: how Australia’s female convicts challenged
authority. Smith, Babette. Canberra NLA Publishing, 2021
[GSV: 364.3 SMI]
Family history for beginners & beyond. Canberra : Heraldry and
Genealogy Society of Canberra, 2020. [GSV: R 929.1 FAM]
NSW
NSW records prior to 1850. Wilson, Louise. [Melbourne: GSV],
2021. [Webcast – Available for members]
TASMANIA
Tasmanian index of children and families contained in ﬁles
of SWD1 (Neglected Children’s Department) 1888-1936 :
Tasmanian Archive and Heritage Office. Purtscher, Joyce. [Mt
Stuart, Tasmania]: Joyce Purtscher, 2019. [GSV: 362.7 TAS]
VICTORIA
From tents and tin huts to timber houses and tiger snakes : soldier
settlers’ stories from Hawkesdale. James Affleck [GSV: 994.57
AFF]
Frontier encounters: Aboriginal victims and voyagers in Victoria.
Broome, Richard. [Melbourne, GSV] 2020. [Webcast Available for members]
John Marshall, shipowner and Lloyd’s agent, and immigration to
Victoria before the gold rushes. Rushen, Liz. [Melbourne: GSV],
2021 [Webcasts – Available for members]
Grave stories of the Queen Victoria Market. Sagazio, Celestina.
[Melbourne: GSV] 2020. [Webcast - Available for members]
Minhamite Shire rates 1871-1890; 1891-1904/5; 1905/6 1913/14; 1913/14 - 1919/20. Minhamite (Victoria). Daly, P M.
GSV: Microﬂlm series A 2/1-4.
Tarrone Estate: soldier settlement. Affleck, James. Warrnambool,
[Vic.]: Warrnambool & District Historical Society, 2019
(Author). [GSV: 994.57 TARR AFF]
Women of Williamstown. Williamstown, Vic.: City of
Williamstown, 1991. Contents: Eunice Elsum, Anne Ikin, Nan
Wilson, Fanny Higgs, Jean Webb, Miss Cathcart, Isabella
Dalgarno, Bessie Smith, Elizabeth Herring, Elizabeth
Goldfinch, Bridget Murphy, Ada B Coulton, Maisie Sinclair,
Marion Minty, Amy Morwick, Rita Phefley. Goldﬁnch,
Barbara. [GSV: 994.51 WILL WOM]
SCOTLAND
Scottish witchcraft : a complete guide to authentic folklore,
spells, and magical tools. Meikle-Free, Barbara. Woodbury,
MN: Llewellyn Publications, 2019 (Donor: Scottish Ancestry
Group).[GSV: 941.1 MEI]
GENERAL
Using census records for family historians. Down, David.
[Melbourne: GSV], 2021. [Webcasts – Available to members]
Lucrezia’s portrait : a journey across ﬁve centuries. Villis, Carl.
[Melbourne, GSV] 2021. [Webcasts – Available for members]
GENEALOGICAL INDEX OF NAMES (GIN) ADDITIONS
Blackwood, Sue. [Index to] Not forgotten: my female ancestors
and their families
MILESTONES ADDITIONS
Portland Presbyterian baptisms 10 May 1857-1869, 1874-1876,
1892-1900
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Around the Groups and Circles
Zoom meetings being held by the Groups and Circles – book into the meetings via the GSV website
where you can ﬁnd all up-to-date information:

GSV Writers Circle
Meet 1st Wednesday at 12.30pm, except Jan:
Next meetings, 1 Sep, 6 Oct, 3 Nov and 1 Dec
Contact: gsvwriters@gsv.org.au
All GSV members welcome.

Irish Ancestry Group
Next Quarterly meeting: Saturday 13 Nov at 1.00pm
Speaker will be Jeanette Mollenhauer:
A history of Irish Step Dance in Australia 1880-1940
Contact: Gwen, ghardingham@bigpond.com

London Discussion Circle
Next meetings: 23 Sep, 28 Oct and 25 Nov at
10.30am
Convener: Vicki Montgomery, london@gsv.org.au
Discussion topics include electoral rolls, taxes, land
records, maps and gazetteers, poor laws, apprentices,
guilds and freemen.

South West England Research and
Discussion Circle
Next meetings: 10 Sep, 8 Oct, 12 Nov and 10 Dec at
1.00pm–2.30pm, see GSV website to book.
Recent meetings have covered the reasons our southwest ancestors came to Australia, their experiences
in emigrating and health-related issues in the southwest counties.
Convener: Stephen Hawke, swerdcircle@gmail.com
Covering the counties of Cornwall, Devon, Somerset,
and Dorset.

DNA Genetic Genealogy
Study Group
Next meetings:
7 September at 7.00pm-9.00pm, 5 October,
2 November and 7 December 10.00am-12.00pm
Book meetings via the GSV Website.
Working together collaboratively to learn more about
DNA analysis. It is not for beginners.
Convener: maureen.trotter@gmail.com

International Settlers Group
Next Quarterly meeting: Saturday, 20 Nov at 1.00pm.
Speaker: Alex de Fircks: My Journey researching
my family history a talk about her various European
families, uncovering the detail, and getting that story
out there.
Contact: ISG@gsv.org.au

Scottish Ancestry Group
Next Quarterly meetings:
Saturday, 18 September at 11.00am, via Zoom:
Annual General Meeting
Speaker: Dr Sue Blackwood, James Bate, an Enigma
Saturday, 27 November at 11.00am, via Zoom:
Speaker: Fiona Ross renowned Scottish music
expert and singer, on our traditions of song
Enquiries: www.gsv.org.au/activities/groups/sag

Counties of Northern England
Discussion Circle
Next meetings: 14 September, 12 October,
9 November and 14 December at 1.30pm
See GSV website and monthly Blog/Facebook.
Convener: David Down, conedsgsv@gmail.com
Covering the counties of Northumberland, Durham,
Westmorland, Yorkshire, Cumberland, and
Lancashire.

British India Discussion Circle
Next meeting: Tuesday 16 November at 7.30pm.
To be included, contact convener: Mary Anne Gourley,
maryanne.gourley@bigpond.com
For members with the common interest of British
ancestors in India from 17th to the 20th centuries.

Victoria and Tasmania
Discussion Circle
Next meetings: 24 September, 29 October and
26 November at 10.30am
Convener: Gayle Nicholas victas@gsv.org.au
Private Facebook page at www.facebook.com/
groups/320532581948801 can be accessed by
GSV members.
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Book Reviews

Book Reviews
1

Reviews by Margaret Vines
2

1. No ordinary convict: a Welshman called Rebecca
Author: Janine Marshall Wood 303pp
ISBN 978 0648 972778
Pub: FortySouth, Lindisfarne, Tas., 2021
John Hughes was a Welsh farmer’s son from Carmarthenshire,
and a Rebecca in the Rebecca Riots in South Wales in the early
1840s. The rioters disguised themselves and, led by a Rebecca on
horseback in female dress and bonnet, they destroyed Toll Gates and
Toll Houses on the turnpike roads in a protest against high charges
and the proliferation of tollgates. It was a time of economic hardship
with poor harvests, high rural unemployment and fear of the
workhouses created by the Poor Law of the 1836. There was political
and social discontent, with Welsh Chapel goers resenting paying
tithes to the Church of England and with Chartism spreading.
In following the story of John Hughes and some of his companions,
the author describes vividly, South Wales in the early 1840s, the
Court in Cardiff, the Millbank Prison in London, the voyage to
Van Diemans Land and their lives there. Maria Island and the
Probation system receive particular attention, as do Bothwell,
Smithton, and Stanley, the blackwood timber getters of the Duck
Valley and the tin miners of Waratah. John was not a typical
convict either at the time of his conviction, or in his life afterwards
and the author shows the emotional costs of his activity as a
Rebecca and its consequences, both for himself and for his family
back in Wales. He could never go home.
It is a beautifully presented book, with copious, appropriate
illustrations, many in colour. There are maps, endnotes, references,
an index and appendices which include the petitions for John’s
freedom and ﬁve of his letters home. It is easy to read and will repay
any family history reader with an interest in Wales, in the British
criminal justice and probation systems of the 1840s and in the
north west corner of Tasmania. MV
2. Decent People: a memoir of family in Colac, Geelong
and Warrnambool
Author: David Jellie
275pp
ISBN 978 1 74305 7520
Pub: Wakeﬁeld Press SA, 2020
3. An accidental engineer: a memoir of a red-headed kid
from the bush
Author: David Jellie
393pp
ISBN 978 1 74305 7537
Pub: Wakeﬁeld Press SA, 2020
David Jellie set out to write an answer to his children’s questions
about their family and its history. It eventually became these two
books: Decent People the story of his family, and An Accidental
Engineer a memoir of his own life.
When I began with Decent People, I was rather startled to ﬁnd he
was going to tell the story of all his ancestors, four generations and
six or eight lines – in the one book. He begins, in the ﬁrst chapter
with all their arrivals in Australia. It was somewhat confusing to
meet in quick succession, the Jellie, Rankin, Cassady, Bligh,
McKenzie and Moskovitch ancestors, with their different origins,
backstories and arrivals. The saving grace was his simple family
tree showing how they were connected.
He concentrates on the Jellies and then the Rankins, the families
of his parents. The Jellies settled at Rosebrook on the Merri River
near Port Fairy, where early settler James Jellie did well enough to

3

4

set up his sons in farms of their own. Later, unmarried aunts and
an uncle lived in Geelong. The Rankins were farming at Cororooke
and Irrewillipe and acquired ‘The Hill’, becoming a leading family
in Colac.
He is able to throw considerable light on two signiﬁcant ﬁgures in
the history of Colac. Grandfather Big John Rankin was a pioneer in
the dairy industry. He was twenty years Chairman of the Colac Cooperative Dairying Company, the ﬁrst Chairman of the Australian
Dairy Council, and in a multitude of farming and community
activities, even President of the Colac Football Club. Uncle Boot
Bilson ran Billson’s department store in Colac which employed
David and his father.
Anecdotes of the family recollected from childhood and collected
later from many family members, give warmth and humour to the
story and the characters come to life. They make the book easy and
enjoyable to read, as do the family photos which are well labelled
with names. The author’s affection for and gratitude to his family
and particularly his parents, shines through.
Accidental Engineer begins, ironically, with a lament he did not
record earlier the stories his parents told so he has to rely on ‘a
few that snagged in my memory’. It’s a reminder to all of us family
historians. This volume begins with his earliest memories, in
Colac, and follows him to Primary and High School, and football
with the Colac Firsts, a vivid picture of growing up in the 1950s. He
won a scholarship to the Gordon Institute in Geelong and became
an engineer, walking into a job with the Country Roads Board
building bridges, his largest project the elevated South Melbourne
section of the West Gate Freeway. He then worked for the Overseas
Projects Corporation of Victoria in China, Pakistan and Thailand.
He mentions so many names from his Colac years, from the Gordon
and from later in life that it is a pity there is no index. While this
volume will strongly appeal to those interested in the Colac district
and to engineers, general readers will enjoy, in both volumes, his
many and varied anecdotes and his sense of humour.MV
4. Banks
Author Grantlee Kieza
496pp
ISBN 978 1 4607 1199 6
Pub Harper Collins 2020 and ebook ABC Books 2020
This lively, easy to read book will interest most readers, particularly
those who have dipped into books about James Cook (recent
authors are Peter Fitzsimons and Geoffrey Blainey) and it will
provide a different perspective. Banks was a very young man when
he sailed with Cook, but made the most of his experience and
went on to become the long-term President of the Royal Society, a
doyen of scientists and a driving force behind exploration, and the
founding and early years of Australia.
Kieza brings Banks to life, frequently using his own words, and
showing clearly Banks’ weaknesses and ﬂaws as well as his
strengths. It is a graphic, succinct and well researched picture
of the society of the day and the huge interrelated cast of Banks’
friends and associates, who seem to have included almost all the
early ﬁgures in the history of Australia..MV 
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Anglesea & District History Society Inc
Ç PO Box 98, Anglesea VIC 3230
¢ http://home.vicnet.net.au/~angen
Ararat Genealogical Society
Ç PO Box 103, Ararat VIC 3377
J Marion McAdie 03 5352 4199
¢ araratbooks@gmail.com
Ballarat & District Genealogical Society Inc
Ç PO Box 1809, Ballarat Mail Centre VIC 3354
J Carol Armstrong 03 5335 7630
¢ www.ballaratgenealogy.org.au
Barham/Koondrook Genealogical Group
Ç PO Box 48, Barham NSW 2732
J Helen Hall 03 5453 2091
Benalla Family Research Group Inc
Ç PO Box 268, Benalla VIC 3671
J Wendy Webster 0427 664 271
¢ www.benallafamilyresearchgroup.org
Bendigo Regional Genealogical Society Inc
Ç PO Box 1049, Bendigo VIC 3552
¢ https://brgsbendigo.weebly.com
Clan MacMillan Society of Australia
¢ oreillykaye@gmail.com
¢ www.clanmacmillanaustralia.com.au
Clan MacNicol Society of Victoria Inc
Ç PO Box 386, Fairfield VIC 3078
J Beth Bell 03 9497 2934
Cobram Genealogical Group Inc
Ç PO Box 75, Cobram VIC 3644
JLiz Diamond 0438 652 201
Colac & District Family History Group Inc
Ç PO Box 219, Colac VIC 3250
J Colac History Centre 03 5231 5736
¢ www.colacfamilyhistory.org.au
Deniliquin Genealogical Society Inc
ÇPO Box 144, Deniliquin NSW 2710
JVal Hardman 03 5881 3980
¢ http://members.bordernet.com.au/denifhg
Descendants of Convicts Group Inc
ÇPO Box 229, Coldstream VIC 3770
JYvonne Bethell 03 9739 1427
¢www.docs.org.au
East Gippsland Family History Group Inc
ÇPO Box 1104, Bairnsdale VIC 3875
JTeresa Collis 03 5152 5590
¢www.egfhg.org.au
Echuca-Moama Family History Group Inc
ÇPO Box 707, Echuca VIC 3564
JBarbara Goldsmith 0467 066 593
¢http://home.vicnet.net.au/~emhist
Footscray Historical Society Inc
Ç66 Napier Street, Footscray VIC 3011
J03 9689 3820
¢foothist@bigpond.com
Geelong Family History Group Inc
ÇPO Box 1187, Geelong VIC 3220
JSusie Zada 0414 666 017
¢www.geelongfhg.com
Gisborne Genealogical Group Inc
ÇPO Box 818, Gisborne VIC 3437
JJulie Dworak 0400 099 159
¢ www.ggg.org.au
Hamilton History Centre Inc
ÇPO Box 816, Hamilton VIC 3300
JHistory Centre 03 5572 4933
¢ www.hamiltonhistorycentre.org.au
Hotham History Project Inc
ÇC/- North Melbourne Library
66 Errol Street, North Melbourne VIC 3051
JMary Kehoe 03 9329 5814
¢ www.hothamhistory.org.au

Huguenot Society (Victorian Chapter)
Ç2/2B St Georges Road Toorak VIC 3142
JSue A’Beckett 0408 201 422
Jamieson & District Historical Society Inc
ÇPO Box 26, Jamieson VIC 3723
¢ www.jamiesoncommunity.wixsite.com/jdhs
¢ jamiesonmuseum@gmail.com
Kerang & District Family History Group Inc
ÇPO Box 325, Kerang VIC 3579
J Bev Nethercote 0447 304 667
¢ http://home.vicnet.net.au/~kerangfh
Kyabram Regional Genealogical Society Inc
Ç34 Saunders Street, Kyabram VIC 3620
J Jennifer Cole 03 5860 6694
¢ jcole65@optusnet.com.au
Lakes Entrance Family History Society Inc
ÇPO Box 674, Lakes Entrance VIC 3909
J03 5155 3843

Prahan Mechanics Institute
Ç 39 St Edmonds Rd, Prahran VIC 3181
J03 9510 3393
¢www.pmi.net.au
Richmond & Burnley Historical Society Inc
Ç 3/415 Church Street, Richmond VIC 3121
J 03 9427 1800
¢ http://home.vicnet.net.au/~rbhs
Sale & District Family History Group Inc
ÇPO Box 773, Sale VIC 3850
JHeather Pocknall 0428 411 603
Shepparton Family History Group Inc
ÇPO Box 1529, Shepparton VIC 3632
JGarry Wallden 03 5828 3236
¢http://home.vicnet.net.au/~shepfh
South Gippsland Genealogical Society Inc
ÇPO Box 395, Leongatha VIC 3953
¢http://home.vicnet.net.au/~sggs

Lilydale & District Historical Resource Ctr Inc

Southern Peninsula Family History Society Inc

JSue Thompson 0475 219 884
¢info@lilydalehistorical.com.au
Mansfield Family History Group Inc
JSheena Daykin 03 5775 1659
¢mansfieldfamilyhistory group@gmail.com
Maryborough Family History Group Inc
ÇPO Box 59, Maryborough VIC 3465
JHelen Ritchie 0409 611 170
¢www.rootsweb.ancestry.com/~ausmfhg2
Melton Family History Group Inc
ÇC/- Secretary, 7 Sutherland Avenue,
Melton South VIC 3338
JDeb Slattery 0409 306 640
¢ http://meltonfamilyhistory.org
Mid-Gippsland Family History Society Inc
ÇPO Box 767, Morwell VIC 3840
¢mgfhs.inc@gmail.com
¢http://home.vicnet.net.au/~mgfhs
Mildura & District Genealogical Society Inc
ÇPO Box 2895, Mildura VIC 3502
¢Kaylene Charles kckcpisces3@gmail.com
¢www.milduragenealogy.com.au

ÇPO Box 2189, Port Phillip Plaza, Rosebud 3939
JAnnette Buckland 0402 858 878
¢http://home.vicnet.net.au/~spfhs

NarreWarren&DistrictFamilyHistory Grp Inc

Ç1/65 Berwick-Cranbourne Road,
Cranbourne VIC 3977
JEileen Durdin 0439 720 557
¢www.nwfhg.org.au
Nathalia Genealogical Group Inc
ÇPO Box 11, Nathalia VIC 3638
JLyn Franklin 03 5866 2543
¢lfranklin@bigpond.com
Ouyen District History & Genealogical Ctr
ÇBox 131, Ouyen VIC 3490
¢http://ouyen.vic.au/history
Phillip Island&District Genealogical Society Inc

Ç PO Box 821, Cowes VIC 3922
J Bob Hayes 0419 582 175
¢ piadgs@gmail.com
Port Fairy Genealogical Society Inc
ÇPO Box 253, Port Fairy VIC 3284
JIan Perry 0447 265 759
¢pfgenealogy@hotmail.com
Port Phillip Pioneers Group Inc
ÇC/- 55 Kerferd Street, Malvern East VIC 3145
JMarilla James 03 9500 8118
¢www.portphillippioneersgroup.org.au
Portland Family History Society Inc
ÇPO Box 409 Portland VIC 3350
JAnne Grant 03 5522 2266
¢historyhouse@glenelg.vic.gov.au

Member Societies

GSV Member Societies

Further information on our Member Societies
can be found on the GSV website at
www.gsv.org.au/activities/member-societies-list
¢Website or email address ÇMailing Address JPhone

Stawell Biarri Group for Genealogy Inc

ÇPO Box 417, Stawell VIC 3380
¢www.stawellfamilyhistory.com.au
Sunbury Family History Society Inc
ÇPO Box 601, Sunbury VIC 3429
JCecil Clark 03 9744 1957
¢www.sunburyfhs.org.au
Swan Hill Genealogical & Historical Society Inc
Ç PO Box 1232, Swan Hill VIC 3585
J Steve Pentreath 0428 584 325
¢ http://home.vicnet.net.au/~shghs
Terang & District Family History Group Inc
ÇPO Box 14, Terang VIC 3264
JBev Fleming 03 5595 4384
¢terangfhg@gmail.com
Toora & District Family History Group Inc
ÇPO Box 41, Toora VIC 3962
¢http://toora.org
Victorian GUM Inc
ÇSuite 4, 318 Stephensons Road
Mt Waverley VIC 3149
JOffice 03 9807 2509
¢www.vicgum.asn.au
Wangaratta Family History Society Inc
ÇPO Box 683, Wangaratta VIC 3676
JVal Brennan 03 5727 6229
¢www.wfhs.org.au
West Gippsland Genealogical Society Inc
ÇPO Box 225, Warragul VIC 3820
JBarbara Clayton 03 5611 3871
¢www.westgippslandgenealogy.com
Wimmera Association for Genealogy Inc
ÇPO Box 880, Horsham VIC 3402
JIan Rees 0429 953 054
¢http://home.vicnet.net.au/~wafg
Wodonga Family History Society Inc
ÇPO Box 289, Wodonga VIC 3689
JWendy Cooksey 02 6056 3220
¢http://wodongafamilyhistory.org
Wonthaggi Genealogy Inc
Ç23 Murray Street, Wonthaggi 3995
J03 5672 3803
¢secretary@wonthaggigenealogy.org.au
Yarrawonga Family History Group Inc
ÇPO Box 7, Yarrawonga VIC 3730
JJan Parker 03 5744 1460
¢www.yarrawongafamilyhistorygroupinc.com
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Indexing your family history
Compiling an index is like developing the structure
for a book. As a writer, you decide what kind of
information to include and how to organise it
coherently into chapters or sections and
by Mary Russell, based
eventually into paragraphs. Indexing involves
on a talk given to the GSV
a similar process. You decide what to include,
Writers Circle in April 2021.
arrange the information into subjects and add
Mary can be contacted at
subheadings to group key bits of information
russellmf025@ozemail.com.au
together.
An efficient index guides you to the information
you want. It works. You do not think about how it
is constructed as you quickly ﬁnd the information
you require.
Not all indexes are helpful in ﬁnding the
information you want quickly.

Frustrating indexes
One characteristic of a frustrating index is it
contains long lists of page numbers after index
entries. These are often the result of searching for
a word and adding the page numbers it appears
on. This is creating a concordance, not an index.
A concordance, which is just a list of pages a word
appears on, provides no context or any guarantee
that useful information on the topic will be found
on that page.
Another feature of a frustrating index stems
from the idea that the detailed contents page at
the front of the book can be put in alphabetical
order to create an index. This is likely to result
in information being in a variety of unexpected
places in the alphabetical listing. Topics covered
in the chapter sections may not appear in the
contents page and hence not appear in the index.
An extreme example from an annual report
resulted in the following headings listed under O
in the index:
O
Our locations 46
Our people 35–40
Our work 47–60
Table 1: Local government annual report content page
in alphabetical order

Who would look under O for details about staff ?
The terms used in the index are ones you expect
readers to use, such as ‘staff ’ instead of ‘Our
People’. The index is not just built from the words
used in the text. It indexes the concepts. For
example, you may have ‘waste collection’ in the
index. However, it may be referred to as waste
management, garbage, or rubbish in the text.
Unfortunately, an index is not created by just
pushing a button. You need to read the text and
group the information under logical headings,
adding subheadings to help clarify the speciﬁc
details mentioned.

Components of a family history index
Family history indexes are made up to two
components: a name index and a subject index. A
subject index contains entries for other material
mentioned in the history. For example, this could
be information about Ballarat, the gold rush, or
details about the business the family ran. Each
part can be compiled separately.
Names, names and more names: names in the
index
Family histories are full of names. Many names
are repeated over the generations. People have
nicknames and change their surnames. The
index helps clarify repeated names or those with
incomplete names by adding qualiﬁers. There is
no need to add qualiﬁers to all names (see Table 2).
It is sometimes worth repeating name entries. For
example, indexing married women under both
surnames can be diplomatic as well as practical.
Entries under her maiden name are grouped with
siblings and entries under her maiden name are
grouped with her husband’s family.
The heading ‘Jones family’ can be a useful way to
index things the family did together. For example,
their voyage to Australia or time spent living in
Melbourne.
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Index entry

Common names or nicknames

Smith, Robert James (Jim)

Repeated names
Use relationships
Use dates

Jones, Mark (father)
Jones, Mark (son)
Jones, Peter (1872−1930)
Jones, Peter (1967− )
Jones, Mark (not related)

Clarify if person not related to the
family
Limited information could beneﬁt
from qualiﬁers

Graham, Mrs (neighbour)
Rex (family pet)
Knight, Dr (family doctor)

Name changes

Acorn, Elizabeth (Betty) (nee Jones,
later Smith)

Getting it write

Example

Table 2: Examples of name entries

Creating a list of names to include in the index
is difficult. For example, people are referred to
in many ways. In the text Mary Emily Jones
(nee Smith) could be ‘Aunt Em’, ‘her sister’, ‘her
mother’, ‘my wife’ and ‘Mary Smith’. She would
appear as ‘Jones, Mary Emily (Em) (nee Smith)’
and probably ‘Smith, Mary Emily (Em) (later
Jones)’ in the index.
Do not forget to index the people in photos. The page
numbers for photos are usually in bold or italics.
Adding subheadings to names
Add subheadings to group speciﬁc information
on a person together. The process of thinking
about what subheading to add is a way of
checking you are indexing useful information.
Try to add subheadings to each main heading.
Be consistent with the subheadings used. For
example, do not use ‘birth’ under one name and
‘born’ under another name. Table 3 has examples
of subheadings that could be used.
adoption
apprenticeships
awards
birth
as businessman
children
death
divorce
during World War II
early life
education
family life
friendships
health of

in Italy
married life
personal characteristics
photos
political views
portraits
relationships with
women
in retirement
social life
views of
working life
as writer

Table 3: Examples of subheadings for names

Including subjects in the index
Read the chapter. What concepts, other than
names, are covered? After you have indexed all
the names, describe what other information is
given in the chapter. Perhaps speciﬁc businesses

in Ballarat or local events or perhaps it discusses
the gold rush. This could lead to headings such as
‘gold rush’ or ‘miners’ or ‘businesses, in Ballarat’.
Again, try to add subheadings to specify what is
being discussed.
Ballarat
businesses in 99, 105, 116−123
early life in 1, 3, 5, 7
gold in 144−145, 167, 178
photos 67, 68, 79
Russell family in 30, 34, 37
Table 4: Examples of subject entries for Ballarat

Compiling the index
Guiding principles for creating an efficient
and effective index
• Do not index every occurrence of a word.
• Refer readers to useful information on a topic.
• Use subheadings to group speciﬁc aspects of a
topic.
• Indicate information is spread over several
pages by using page ranges.
• Headings use the plural form of the word. Even
though there may only be one photo, the index
entry is ‘photos’.
• Use the terminology used in the book.
• Think about where the topic will appear in
the alphabetic listing of the index. File topics
where readers are likely to look. For example,
use the term ‘staff ’ rather than ‘our people’.
• Use see to point readers to the preferred
heading. For example, ‘garbage see waste
collection’.
• Add two spaces after the heading and before
the ﬁrst page number. It is easy to search
for two spaces should the publisher prefer a
comma after the heading.
• Try to limit the number of page numbers after
a heading to eight. If more create subheadings
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to group information on the same aspect
together.
• Explain the use of formatted page numbers,
such as bold for photographs, at the start of
the index.
• Use see also to point readers to other
headings of interest. For example, ‘Ballarat
see also gold rush’.
Indexing using tables
I recommend using a table to compile an index
as it gives you the ability to sort the entries.
This could be in MS Word or in a spreadsheet
package such as Excel. Set the table columns
with Main heading / Subheading / Page number.
Thus you can add entries as you go and sort later.
Remember to highlight all columns when sorting
the index entries.
Using the index feature in MS Word
MS Word has an indexing feature under the
‘Reference’ drop down menu. Index entries are
tagged with hidden code. The main advantage
of using this MS Word feature is the index can
be compiled before the page layout is set. It is
possible to index chapters as you ﬁnish them.
The index can be updated at any time. Be aware
that MS Word follows the indexing layout style
preferred by US publishers and may differ from
style required by Australian publishers.
Indexing software packages
There are indexing programs, such as SKY Index,
Macrex or Cindex.1 The features they offer make
them a worthwhile purchase if you plan to index
several books. Download the trial versions of the
three programs mentioned to determine which
one you like.
Editing the index
Careful editing of the index is required when you
have ﬁnished. Take care with formatting, such
as bolding the page numbers, to make sure it is
not lost. From your sorted table the repeated
main headings are removed. The subheadings are
indented, page numbers are separated by commas,
and two spaces are placed before the start of the
page numbers.

Tips for creating the index
Do not try to do everything at once. Break the task
down into achievable steps. Do the easy bits ﬁrst.
For indexing it means, for example, do not try to
index names and subjects all at once. Focus on one
aspect, perhaps one family member, and work your
way through the text indexing all aspects of their
life. Then move onto someone or something else.

Create an indexing style guide. What subheadings
are you using? Which spellings are you using?
Create ‘see’ cross references to preferred spelling.
For example, ‘Kohn see Cohen’.
Make a note that you will be repeating the entry
for Mary Emily Jones (nee Smith). It is easier to
add the entry under Smith later. Note where you
are locating information. For example, you may
ﬁle material on the gold rush under G, rather than
under Ballarat. Under Ballarat add ‘see also gold
rush’ to alert readers there is information under
‘gold rush’ they may ﬁnd useful.
As the list of page numbers to subheadings
grow, consider grouping page numbers into
similar topics. While it is possible to create
sub-subheadings, it is often better to turn the
subheading into a main heading.
Indexers’ brick walls
Like writing, there are times when you struggle to
make progress. You do not have to start at chapter
one. Pick a chapter or topic you are comfortable
with. Indexing all the photo captions will remind
you the page numbers should be in bold (or italics).
Are there headings that should be in italics, such
as book titles or names of ships? As you progress
you will reach a point when you can focus on
a chapter and check you have indexed all the
relevant material in it. This is when it helps to be
able to sort your entries into page number order.
I list all the pages in the text in groups of ten (or
ﬁve if a tedious text) in a notebook and mark them
off as I ﬁnish indexing them. I also determine
how many pages I need to index in a day so I can
meet that index deadline (and reward myself for a
productive day).
Where to go for help?
• Examining indexes in other books. Consult an
index you felt covered the topic well. Libraries
are useful places to browse indexes in books
on a specialised topic. Many books listed on
Amazon have a ‘Look Inside’ feature.
• Consult indexing reference material. The Style
manual for authors, editors and printers, 6th
edition, has a section on indexing.2 The Chicago
manual of style has published the chapter on
indexing separately.3 The journal The Indexer
has articles on speciﬁc types of names and tips
on how to index various subjects.4
• Learn more about indexing. There is a free
online introductory course on indexing. The
University of California Berkeley has a course
Indexing: theory and application with course
leaders from Australia, Canada, and US.6

As you make several passes through the text you
are likely to spot things you missed indexing, your
conﬁdence will grow, and you will index faster.
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Commissioning an indexer
The Australian and New Zealand Society of
Indexers (ANZSI) maintains a list of freelance
indexers.7 Contact the indexer to obtain a quote.
They may ask for a sample chapter to help
visualise the sort of book you are producing. They
will usually ask for a PDF of the book in its ﬁnal
layout, so try to keep late changes to a minimum.
Allow time for them to compile the index. A copy
of the family tree would also assist them. While
not paid to proofread, they may pick up errors and
have questions to clarify things.
Likely cost? It depends. As a very rough guide the
indexing rate for a family history may be 10 to 15
pages an hour. An A4 book of 250 pages could take
16 to 25 hours to index. ANZSI’s recommended
rate in 2021 is $70 per hour (without GST).8
Hence the index for such a book could cost from
$1230 to $1925 for a detailed index.

Mary Russell
Mary is a freelance indexer specialising in
academic texts in health and education. She
is past President of ANZSI and previously
Coordinator of the International Committee
of Representatives of Indexing Societies
(ICRIS).
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do?method=load&courseId=41381
7. ANZSI Indexers Available list https://
www.anzsi.org/indexers-available and
advice for hiring an indexer https://www.
anzsi.org/indexers-available/hiring-anindexer
8. ANZSI recommended rate https://
www.anzsi.org/indexers-available/
recommended-rate-quotes (June 2021).

Member Societies’
Day 2021
by Michael Rumpff
The Genealogical Society of Victoria membership
includes 56 other societies and groups which share an
interest in genealogy, family or local history and allied
subjects. Member Societies are invited to join with GSV
representatives at an annual Member Societies’ Day to share
news of their activities.
After cancellation last year, GSV was able to host this event
on Saturday 3 July via Zoom. Representatives attended from
Bendigo Regional Genealogical Society, Clan MacMillan,
Gisborne Genealogical Group, Geelong Family History
Group, Hotham History Project, Mansﬁeld Family History
Group, Narre Warren & District Family History Group, Port
Phillip Pioneers Group, Scottish Ancestry Group, Swan
Hill Genealogical & Historical Society and West Gippsland
Genealogical Society. Jenny Redman, GSV President, other
Councillors, and members from the GSV Writers Discussion
Circle and International Settlers Group also participated.
Kyabram Regional Genealogical Society, Lilydale & District
Historical Society and Wodonga Family History Society
tendered apologies and other groups provided reports.
Jenny Redman reported on our new premises, the
development of the digital hub, the uptake of the online
Forum and the recent launch of the new online monthly
newsletter.

Genealogy tourism
A student wrote to GSV proposing the interesting idea of
‘Genealogy Tourism’. Australians are not able to easily travel
abroad at this time. Family historians may like to travel to
the places their ancestors lived. How might regional Family
History Groups interact with tourists? Could ‘Genealogy
Tourism’ be a way of encouraging visitors to Societies?
Perhaps regional family history trails can be developed by local
groups in partnerships with Regional Visitor centres.

Ways GSV can help local groups.
Local groups are invited to use the GSV Zoom facility to
create and share recordings of talks. The GSV blog Family
History Matters can be asked to publicise activities or to
publish local articles, and speakers can be arranged for local
meetings.
These Member Societies through their volunteer activities
are building the resources and services that will preserve and
provide access to our family histories in the future.
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Jottings

Jottings..

and library news

The Irish Genealogist 15:3 (2020) begins an excellent series
on ‘Understanding property transactions in Ireland. 1:
Legislative and historical context’. Other articles cover the
Talbot, Foley, Hogan, Ure, Allanson-Winn, Devenish and
Digby families, along with articles on Queens County gaols
and suicides in Co. Clare 1837-1911.
Irish Roots 117 (Mar 2021) has some excellent articles:
‘… New historical resource for relatives of Clergy and
Religious in the East Galway Diocese of Clonfert’; ‘How
comprehensive are Irish civil records?’, ‘The Catholic
Archives Project’ and Claire Santry’s always useful
round-up of new and updated collections. The following
issue (118) focuses on County Cork and its resources. Dr
Maurice Gleeson provides ‘Five strategies for getting back
to the 1700s’ using DNA.

Linley Hooper, FGSV

‘The use and misuse of passenger lists’ in The South
Australian Genealogist 48:2 (May 2021) which focuses on
the Coromandel’s voyage in 1836-37, illustrates the many
ways to ﬁll gaps in the records.
‘The poor child’s nurse’ on the use of opium-based
preparations as infant paciﬁers in Tasmania in the
nineteenth century makes interesting reading in
Tasmanian Ancestry 42:1 (Jun 2021).
The New Zealand Genealogist 52:389 (Jun 2021) provides
detailed steps on how to download 1858-1925 English
probate records via FamilySearch when at an affiliated
library such as the GSV. Another useful article ‘LINZ land
record search’ gives details on ﬁnding NZ Torrens title land
records online.

‘A breed apart’ tells the story of the rivalry in shorthorn
cattle breeding in Victoria between Robert McDougall and
John Cochrane in the mid-1800s. See The New Zealand
Genealogist 52:388 (Apr 2021).

The Greenwood Tree 46:2 (Jun 2021) focuses on
Somerset wills. Articles include ‘Finding the lost wills of
Somerset’ and ‘The treasure trove of disputed wills (in the
Prerogative Court of Canterbury)’.

Descent 51:1 (Mar 2021) includes useful notes on the new
indexes and projects at NSW State Archives & Records.

‘The convict caravan’ in Essex Family Historian 171 (Aug
2020) provides information on the types of carts prisoners
were carried in from their place of conviction to the ships
departing from London.

The Flowing Stream 42:2 (Summer 2021) provides ‘An
overview of the [UK] national census returns’ from 1801
to 2021. It’s often difficult to track a marriage in the major
English towns, so they also discuss ‘Marriages in Sheffield
churches’ which covers both the Sheffield and Ecclesall
Bierlow registration districts.
The Banyan Tree 165 (Feb 2021) has a very interesting
article de-bunking the role of William Wilberforce in
abolition of slavery and explaining some of the Christian
beliefs of the late 18th century.
We receive various journals covering Europe, British
India, South Africa and Canada. Do remember to check
the library catalogue for articles relevant to your research.
Type the country of interest then ﬁlter by the term ‘journal’.
This brings up the main entry which shows our holdings
and broad coverage of the publication. For individual
articles, type in your place or name of interest, or the topic,
e.g. Census Poland.
The Derbyshire Family History Society 176 (Mar 2021)
provides ‘From writing for family to publishing worldwide:
why sharing your family history is vital’ – full of useful
tips to get us started. This article is also published in
Tasmanian Ancestry 42:1 (Jun 2021).

The Glamorganshire FHS 140 (Dec 2020) includes
information on various ‘people of colour’ found in early
records plus Glamorganshire links to the West Indies.
The Borders FHS 106 (Jun 2021) reports that the ‘Great
Tapestry of Scotland’ is due to open in Galashiels later in
the year (visit: www.scotlandstapestry.com). Created
by 1000 volunteers over 50,000 hours of work, it crams
12,000 years of Scottish history into 160 panels, spanning
143 metres in length, making it the world’s longest tapestry.
Many local groups and dozens of local stitchers have
been involved, and their work covers many famous local
people and events. This issue continues the story of the
Berwickshire Leitchs along with an article on the Smail
family and their printing works.
You will note that our newer electronic journals now have a
direct link to view when in our library. We are also looking
for members to index our large collection of journals,
especially the Australian ones. So many of us don’t ﬁnd
the time to publish our work, but have provided an article
on branches of their family in their local or state family
history society magazines.
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Zoom into Moray
by Paula Williams
https://blog.nls.uk/zoom-into-moray
Paula Williams’ article on the National Library of
Scotland’s blog is focused on the county of Moray. She
starts with a brief background to the area and then she
provides information on the following: where to ﬁnd local
collections; then recommends nonﬁction and ﬁction books,
ﬁlms, manuscripts, maps, e-resources, food, photographs,
historic buildings and more. I recommend checking similar
blog articles in this site that zoom into places such as
Renfrewshire and West Lothian.
Genealogy - Unravelling lies, myths and cover-ups!
by Emma Maxwell
https://scottishgenealogyblog.blogspot.com/2021/05/
genealogy-unravelling-lies-myths-and.html
Emma and Graham Maxwell work in partnership
publishing Scottish Indexes and over COVID have
produced a number of interesting and useful Scottish
Conferences. On their Scottish genealogy blog Emma
describes her research method using a step-by-step
process to unravel the mystery of the birth of a Margaret
Louise Tryon, daughter of George Tryon.
On the problem of populations in genetic genealogy
by Nathan Albright
https://edgeinducedcohesion.blog/2021/05/29/onthe-problem-of-populations-in-genetic-genealogy
Here Nathan compares the genetic testing services of
Ancestry, MyHeritage and LivingDNA. These sites each
displayed different results on the same DNA raw data. He
then compares the different proﬁles of the people who are in
each company’s database that could cause these results.
Making the most of transcripts and indexes
by Janice Heppenstall
https://englishancestors.blog/category/basicgenealogy-skills
Janice recently posted a blog focusing on the potential
danger of relying upon transcriptions. In this article she
focuses on the beneﬁts and how to make the most of them.
She explains what she means by transcription, how they
are indexed and where you can ﬁnd these different record
sets. She then lists six excellent ways you can make the best
use of them.
A cautionary tale
by John Grenham
https://www.johngrenham.com/blog/2021/05/17/acautionary-tale-2
John demonstrates how he tracked down the birth
records of Margaret Harris alias ‘Mother Jones’. She was
a strike organiser and co-founder of Industrial Workers

Meg Bate

Blogging

Blogging with Meg

of the World, so basically, she was an all-round nuisance
to big business and (no surprise) a Cork woman. When
checking through the indexes from Findmypast and
rootsireland.ie, he eventually located the record. It
had been completely mis-transcribed. The moral of this
research is, if you don’t ﬁnd something in a transcript
never take that as the last word.
The 1642 Protestation returns
by Patricia Spencer
https://sdfhs.org/blog/1642-protestation-returns
On the Somerset and Dorset Family History Society
blog Patricia describes how she kept herself busy during
the COVID lock down. This was achieved by trying to
improve her ability to read old handwriting using the 1642
Protestation returns that are located on the Archives of
the Houses of Parliament website. Useful background
information is provided on why these records were created
and how to locate the returns from a particular area. Time
to start searching and to practise reading old handwriting!
Using historical criminal justice records
by Professor Helen Johnston
https://eastridingarchives.blog/2020/06/11/ourcriminal-ancestors
Professor Johnson from the University of Hull describes
the collaborative project ‘Our Criminal Ancestors’. In
this project they have worked with a range of archives,
museums and heritage organisations looking at records
relating to crime, policing and punishment. This blog
describes what they are trying to achieve and it provides
tips in understanding criminal research.
Genealogists: Do Your Biographies!
by Louis Kessler
https://www.beholdgenealogy.com/blog/?p=3831
Louis’ blog describes how genealogy computer
programs have developed. He then focuses on today’s
online programs that provide the opportunity to
add biographies. He compares the ease of adding
biographies to WikiTree and MyHeritage and finishes
by looking at the value of biographies.
Agnes Learmonth and the ‘Sons of Neptune’
by Dr Allison O’Sullivan
https://www.slq.qld.gov.au/blog/agnes-learmonthand-sons-neptune
Alison describes an item from the State Library of
Queensland’s collection. The diary of 18-year-old Agnes
Learmonth who describes her voyage on board the ship
Sons of Neptune in 1864. She left Greenock, Scotland
with her parents and extended family. You may also enjoy
another blog on ‘Discovering colonial women’s diaries in
the John Oxley Library’.
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News from Public Record Office Victoria
From Tara Oldﬁeld
For further information visit www.prov.vic.gov.au.

Victorian Community History Awards
and Local History Grants
The Victorian Community History Awards
are presented by Public Record Office
Victoria and the Royal Historical Society of
Victoria to recognise the work of individuals
and organisations that preserve and share
Victoria’s history.
The shortlist will be announced in September
with ﬁnal winners to be announced in October
as part of History Month. Please check our
website for details on all the shortlisted and
winning projects.
Local History Grant recipients will also be listed
on our website from September with a new round
of funding set to open in the coming months.

Website improvements
From August our new website functionality is
live! Head to our website to experience our brand
new search and online ordering system and be
sure to let us know what you think by using the
feedback button at the top of our website.
Your last two years of history has been
maintained, so simply log in as normal with your
current email address.
The new functionality allows you to:
• View thumbnails as you search making digital
records easier to ﬁnd and download
• Filter search results by multiple options (date,
series, keyword) at the same time
• Select records as you search
• Order digital copies directly from the item
page without needing to ﬁll out a separate form
• Access your own personal Dashboard which
will display your past and future orders, pick
up and viewing times and links to digital copies
• Looking for an old order? The Dashboard
search bar will make this easier allowing you
to quickly reference or re-order records you’ve
previously ordered.

Other beneﬁts:
• You can view the contents of a whole box
(previously called unit) directly from an
individual item page, so you can see other
records of a similar time or type on one screen
• If the record you want to view has already been
ordered by someone else, it can be added to
your ‘waitlist’ so you will be notiﬁed as soon as
it’s available again
• Copy orders will remain in your Downloads
section so that you can re-download your
digital copy any time.
Go to our ‘Getting Started’ page to ﬁnd
instructions on how to use the new system. Or
just dive right in!

New collections
Other beneﬁts of the new web system are the
new collections items we’re launching right along
with it! New digitised series now available online
include:
• Inquests from 1926 to 1937
• Existing passenger list indexes now include
digitised records
• Melbourne Harbour Trust photographs
• Education Department Publications Branch
photographs and negatives of Government
Buildings, digitised with the support of the
Ross Trust
• The majority of the Reading Room microﬁlm
digitised by Ancestry is also now available on
our website.
Visit us at www.prov.vic.gov.au for all this
and more.
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Royal Historical Society of Victoria
For more information, visit www.historyvictoria.org.au
From Cheryl Griffin, RHSV volunteer

RHSV’s Pioneer Registers – a little known treasure
From its earliest days, the RHSV has been
collecting information about Victoria’s residents.
In 1917 a call was put out through the press
for people to add information to the Historical
Society’s ‘Historical Register of Persons’,
particularly those who arrived or were born in
Victoria before 1900.
Now referred to as the Pioneer Register, these
single sheets of paper, many of which were
completed as recently as the 1990s and later, can
be located through a search of the Society’s online
eHive catalogue. Some entries consist only of
the main person’s name, but one of our dedicated
volunteers spends hours each week adding
value to these basic entries by including names
of family members, locations and what other
material is stored with the Register entry.
Sometimes you will ﬁnd a single sheet of paper
with minimal material, but there are treasures to
be found. Here is one example:
This entry for Charles Henry Standing, born at
Warragul in 1886, was submitted by his son in
1987. As well as his date and place of birth, it gives
marriage details (he married Helen McCrory at
Brunswick in 1912), the names and dates of birth
of his children and the places he lived.
This is a fairly basic entry, but it does have one
fascinating addition and that is the image you
see here. It’s been given the title ‘Transporting a
house, Wonthaggi’, but Charles Standing’s son has
added some valuable extra material: It was taken
on 23 June 1914 and Charles Henry Standing is in
the centre of the image standing by a tree guard.
The donor has added ‘He was transporting a
house past Wonthaggi State School.’
So, the picture has value for the family, for anyone
interested in Wonthaggi State School at that time
and, if you ever wanted to know how many beasts
it took to move a house in 1914, this is the image
for you!
I wondered whether this curiosity hit the
newspapers, but the press of the day was
preoccupied with industrial action at the State
mine, so it never made it to the daily papers.

Images: The Standing entry in the Pioneer Register and one of the attached
photographs showing Charles Standing moving a house in Wonthaggi.

You’ll have noticed that this entry is typed, but
most early sheets were handwritten. Perhaps
you’ve never seen the handwriting of the family
member who ﬁlled out their form in 1917, for
example. Often the forms are in shaky writing,
speaking to the age of the writer. And it’s possible
you’ve never heard the version of the family story
told here. And, as in the Standing entry, there
are ﬁles that contain original photographs of the
subject, their descendants and where they lived.
It’s a lucky dip really, but a very lucky dip for
some!
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About the GSV

The
Genealogical
Society of
Victoria Inc

Level 1, 10 Queen Street,
Melbourne, Victoria, 3000
Australia
Web
www.gsv.org.au
Email
gsv@gsv.org.au
Phone
03 9662 4455
ABN
86 947 919 608
Reg No.
A0022763D

About the GSV
Membership Options
Joining fee (Australia/international)

Why become a member of the GSV?
Tracing your family tree is one of the world’s most popular
pastimes. The Genealogical Society of Victoria is a
leading Australian family history society and exists to assist
members in tracing their ancestors and to promote the study
of genealogy.
At our centrally located Research & Education Centre in
Melbourne you can work with our experienced volunteer
research assistants. With their guidance, you can efficiently
organise and record the family information you already hold.
Then you can investigate our many resources and background
information to conﬁrm the facts and ﬁll in the gaps.
Enjoy socialising with people who have like-minded interest
in the people and circumstances in the past.

Membership Beneﬁts include:
• Access to research assistants – friendly volunteers
trained to help with library resources
• Access to our comprehensive library collection
of family history records not available in commercial
databases. It includes indexes, books, family histories,
digital resources and unpublished material. Members may
also bring a friend for one visit a year
• Access to commercial databases within our library:
Ancestry, Findmypast, TheGenealogist, British Newspaper
Archive, MyHeritage, Biographical Database of Australia
• Login from home and access to parts of our collection,
including the library catalogue, the Genealogical Index of
Names (GIN), cemeteries database and guided research
• Our quarterly award-winning journal, Ancestor
• Monthly email newsletter
• Regular online blog ‘Family History matters’, Facebook
and social media groups
• Discounted or free events: orientation, training courses
and classes, seminars, library research days and talks

A$
20.00/20.00

Annual Membership
One person (Australia/international)
105.00/125.00
Two, same address (Australia/international) 150.00/180.00
Three, same address(Australia/international) 210.00/230.00
18—25 year-old Next Generation Genie
50.00
Ancestor only
Australia (no joining fee)
International (no joining fee)

70.00
90.00
130.00

Member Societies

Day Visitor
Full day with free Library access
*30.00
* Fee rebatable against membership fee, within 14 days.

Library Hours
Monday
Closed
Tuesday to Friday
10.00am — 4.00pm
Saturday 2nd & 4th Sat Booking necessary

Office Hours
Monday to Friday
9.30am — 4.00pm
Saturday
Closed
Please check the website for updates

Patron
The Honourable Linda Dessau, AC
Governor of Victoria
Honorary Office Bearers and Councillors
President
Vice Presidents

Jenny Redman
Penny Wolf
Peter Johnston

Secretary

Vicki Montgomery FGSV

Treasurer

Stephen Hawke

Council

Janne Bonnett
Angela Collier-Gioulekas

• Special Interest Groups and Discussion Circles

David Down

• Online Forum ‘members help members’ for sharing
research queries and experience with other members

Claire Johnson FGSV
Martin Lock

• Over 170 webcasts on subjects of interest to genealogists,
viewable from home

Margaret McLaren
Brian Reid

• Quick Lookups – free for members

Michael Rumpff

• Discounts on extended research services and
education events

Cherilyn Tillman

• Free annual research query (up to 2 hours) for distant
members (over 100km from Melbourne)

Staff
Library Manager

Linley Hooper FGSV

• Reciprocal rights with other major societies in Australia
and New Zealand

Assistant Library Manager

Meg Bate

Office Administrator

Linda Farrow

• Save $108 on Findmypast annual world subscription
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Self Help Guide

Free Quick Lookup

General Register Office (GRO)
certiﬁcates

There is a free eResearch service for a library lookup or
research advice taking up to 30 minutes for members who
cannot visit the library. Replies are by email but if prints are
required a cost estimate will be given. Members may send in
one eResearch query at a time. Another may be submitted
after receipt of results.
To submit a request by email, see the Research & Resources
page online at www.gsv.org.au/research-services.
To submit a request by mail, download and complete the
Postal Research Request Form located on the website, or
collect one from the GSV. Submit with a SSAE. Prints are
$0.25 per A4 page – a quotation can be provided on request if
an additional SSAE is provided.

Extended Research
The Research Team at the GSV can spend time researching
a family or topic of your choice.
Per hour: Members $30.00 / Non-members $50.00 pre
paid. Includes limited copying and postal charges.
Members residing more than 100 km from Melbourne are
offered one annual session of complimentary research
taking up to two hours.

Getting Started Consultations
Members may book a free half hour ‘getting started’
consultation. Please email Linley Hooper, our Library
Manager, at libraryadmin@gsv.org.au with a preferred
time and date.

England and Wales birth, death and marriage certiﬁcates,
births and deaths at sea and events registered with UK
Consuls and armed services personnel may be purchased
online: https://www.gro.gov.uk/gro/content/
certificates/indexes_search.asp

Research Services

Research Services

Scottish birth, death and marriage
certiﬁcates
Images of Statutory (civil) registrations may be purchased
online. Church registers, census records, divorce records
and wills are also available: www.scotlandspeople.gov.uk
To learn more you may like to attend the monthly class on
ScotlandsPeople. Check the GSV website or ‘What’s On’
pages in future issues of Ancestor.

England and Wales Wills and Probate
Wills and probate may be searched and ordered for people
who died in or after 1858 to current times. A ‘grant of
representation’ gives someone the legal right to deal with a
deceased person’s estate but not all grants of representation
contain a will: www.gov.uk/search-will-probate
If you have any queries or need some help in using these
websites ask for some assistance in the library.

Consultations
Stuck with your research? Arrange a consultation in our
library with a member of the research team.
Consultations are for one hour.
Members $30.00 / Non-members $50.00

Transcriptions and Latin Translations
Early documents such as wills, deeds and marriage licences
can be transcribed.
Per hour: Members $30.00 / Non-members $50.00

Victorian Probate Papers post 1925
Researchers will obtain copies from Public Records Office
Victoria (PROV).
Members: $50.00 / Non-members: $75.00

Other Public Records
Researchers will obtain copies from Public Record Office
Victoria (PROV) where speciﬁc reference [VPRS/Unit etc]
is provided.
Per hour: Members: $60.00 / Non-members $85.00
Further information about our Research Services
will be found on our website www.gsv.org.au/researchservices. Contact research@gsv.org.au if you need
specific guidance.
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News

News

Six generations alive
The Edinburgh Evening News reported the birth on 25
May 2021 of a baby girl Nyla Ferguson, weighing 6lbs
14oz. She created a Scottish record. Her three times great
grandmother, Mary Marshall welcomed her announcing
that there are now six generations of women all alive.
Mary herself is a mother of eight and 86 years old. She
now has a total of 90 grandchildren. All the descendants
married when less than eighteen. The family now consists
of: Mary 86y, Rose Thorburn 68y, Cheryl Borthwick 50y,
Carrie Dow 35y, Toni-Leigh Aitken 17y, and now Nyla, two
months old.

Our congratulations to all concerned from Ancestor
magazine.

Findmypast – however the majority are only available
by purchase from the Society. If you only want a few
names and details – they offer a Search Service – just look
at ‘Search Services’ on their website for more information.

Norfolk Island Conference postponed
The AAFHO Congress ‘History in Paradise’ on Norfolk
Island in 2021 has been postponed due to the COVID-19
pandemic. It will now be held on 2-4 August 2022.

National Family History Month 2021
This month-long series of events is due to be held over
the last month (August). We welcome contributions
from readers about the events, which we will then pass
on to readers in our December issue. Please send to:
ancestor@gsv.org.au

Difficulties in tracing Irish forbears
From member, Graham Jackson:
My forebears were Anglo Irish and I have their history
back to the early 1800s. I have not had any problem tracing
further back on the maternal line, but the paternal line
deﬁed my best attempts over many years. This was hard to
understand as the maternal line had left copious notes on
their family connections. I had inherited a number of family
documents and was able to match one letter to a date which
coincided with the Up Rising of the United Irishmen in 1798.
This led to the discovery a forebear had been executed by
the rebels. But why the secrecy? The answer was to stop
publishing information regarding the Up Rising as this
encouraged the rebel Irish to continue their campaign. The
policy continued long after the rebellion and explains why
we cannot ﬁnd anything on many of the victims of the
United Irishmen. Fortunately, my family papers contained
my forebear’s farewell letter to his son. The above at least
explains why it can be so difficult to trace some forebears
back beyond the early 1800s.

Suffolk Family History
Howard King, Trustee and Publicity
Officer, Suffolk Family History Society.
publicity@suffolkfhs.org.uk recently
advised us of the many services that they can offer to
family historians. Established in 1975, they now have
ﬁve Groups in Suffolk (Ipswich, Bury St Edmunds,
Haverhill, Sudbury, and The County Town, Ipswich). The
Society has a popular quarterly journal (Suffolk Roots), an
active website (www.suffolkfhs.org.uk), and Facebook
page ‘Suffolk Family History Society’.
Over many years they have had a team of transcribers
visit the three Suffolk County Council Archive Offices –
transcribing (for instance) over 1.2 million baptisms,
with a similar number of marriages and burials! These
have been loaded onto CDs and are also downloadable
online, both for a cost. To ﬁnd out more go to their website
(under ‘Publications’). Note: some have been loaded onto

Call for Articles for Ancestor
Readers are invited to submit articles on their family
history research. It’s a great way to preserve a written
record of your family history for future generations, and
to make it easy for them to understand – much better
than leaving all those hard-won records and pieces of
information in a disorderly mess in a cardboard box under
your study desk!
Just have a look at the recently updated information
under the Ancestor tab of the GSV website (‘Submitting
an article’; ‘Guidelines for authors’). If you need help with
writing, take part in the monthly meetings of the Writers
Discussion Circle (free to all Members to join). You’ll get
lots of help there.
When you submit an article to the Ancestor Editorial
Team, you will be allocated an editor to work with you in
preparing your article for publication. Most writers ﬁnd it
an enjoyable and helpful experience. Don’t delay. A COVID
lockdown is a good time to write.

Port Phillip Pioneers Group
Sunday, 11 September at 2.00pm
Speaker: Professor Miles Lewis, architectural historian
Topic: Portable buildings in early Australia. Proposed
listing for world heritage. La Trobe’s Cottage is an
example.

Sunday, 13 November at 2.00pm
Speaker: Neil Haggar
Topic: In search of John Ryan. Neil’s history journey of
40 years, looking for his elusive ancestor, had finally paid
off.
Venue for both: Wesley Hall, St Andrew’s Uniting Church
Cnr Bourke and Malvern Roads, Gardiner.
Visitors are very welcome. Entry $2

Contact:
Margaret Fleming
J03 9481 0221
¢www.portphillippoineersgroup.org.au
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Talks – September to December
These talks will be via Zoom but make sure you check the website for details.
2 September – 10.30 am
Dating and Preserving Family Photos. The presenter for this talk is Debra Parry of Melbourne
Conservation. Members $5 and Non-members $20
9 September – 10.30 am
Dr Cheryl Griffin will talk about the historic records of Victorian schools and the teachers who
worked in them. Members $5 and Non-members $20
14 September – 11.00 am
Alan Rhodes will present part 1 of two talks about the website DNA Gedmatch.
Members $5 and Non-members $20
21 September – 7.00 pm
The title of Collen Arulappu’s presentation is Through Surgeon’s Eyes: Illness and Treatment
aboard Convict Vessels. Members $5 and Non-members $20
28 September – 11.00 am
Alan Rhodes will present Part 2 of his talk about the website DNA Gedmatch.
Members $5 and Non-members $20
7 October – 10.30 am
Debra Parry of Melbourne Conservation will discuss the preservation of historic documents.
Members $5 and Non-members $20
12 October – 11.00 am
Alan Rhodes will talk about Y-DNA. Members $5 and Non-members $20
14 October – 11.00 am and repeated at 7.00 pm
Jillian Hiscock, the Collections Manager of the Royal Historical Society of Victoria will discuss
their Historical Register of Persons who arrived or were born in Victoria before 1900.
This talk is for GSV and RHSV members only and is free.
11 November – 6.00 pm
Dr Charles Fahey will talk about the Soldier Settler Scheme in Victoria post WW1.
This talk is for GSV and RHSV members only and is free.
Bookings essential. Further talks and events will be added over time. Please consult the GSV
website for information and to register for the events.

Reminiscences
off Queen

Street

by Gwen Hardingham
I was very pleased to hear that the GSV was
moving to 10 Queen Street, as I was quite
familiar with the area.
After attending Zercho’s Business College for a
year I started work in 1954 as a junior typist and
stenographer for an optical company in Flinders
Lane. My starting salary was 5 guineas a week
($11.00). From 1956-1960 I worked at 395
Collins Street on the corner of Queen Street and
at 20 Queen Street for an insurance company
and an insurance investigator. That area of
the city was mainly occupied by accountants,
solicitors and insurance companies such as the
Gresham Fire and Accident, Derwent and Tamar,
Law Union & Rock, names that disappeared as
the companies merged into larger entities in
later years. The Fox and Hounds Hotel on the
corner of Queen and Flinders Streets was a
great meeting place for the male workers. As a
result, it was not possible to keep any secrets in
the insurance industry.

For lunch I brought a sandwich from home
wrapped in waxed paper in a brown paper bag.
Sandwiches and cakes could be purchased from
the Cat and the Fiddle café nearby. Around the
corner in Flinders Street there was Spiros for
hamburgers and egg and bacon sandwiches
and, in the evening with my 7/6 (75 cents)
tea money, there was lobster mornay from the
Melbourne Oyster Supply. The Pearl cake shop
When I think about the office I remember
typewriters serviced every two months, the cord in Degraves Street supplied luscious cakes for
telephone switchboard, and booking country and special office celebrations.
interstate calls through the telephone exchange. I really enjoyed working in the city. I made
Any alterations in a letter or report usually meant many good friends and met my husband who
was doing National Service at the time. I have
the whole document needed to be retyped. If
very many happy memories of Queen Street. I
you were lucky perhaps only one page had to
did not expect to have an association with the
be redone. Insurance policies needed to be
perfectly typed with no alterations or corrections. area again but now with the GSV at 10 Queen
Another task was typing wax stencils for use on Street, I look forward to doing research in the
new and pleasant library and building up more
the Gestetner duplicating machine which was
memories.
used before photocopiers became available.
Image: Gwen as a young office worker c1958. Author's photo.

Gwen can be contacted at
ghardingham@bigpond.com

